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Australian Skeptics offer
$1000 prize in the second
Skeptical Journalism Award
Following the success of the first Skeptical Journalism Award (see story,
The Skeptic, Vol 7, No 2), Australian Skeptics has decided to continue
with the competttion, which features a prize of $1000.
The Skeptical Journalism Award was first proposed by Dick Smith, and
publicised by the Skeptics following the 1986 convention in Melbourne.
It was felt that it was about time that a posttive award was made,
encouraging a "healthy scepticism" among the journalistic fraternity.
Entries for the 1987 award were received from across Australia and from all
forms of the media. The standard was high, and though most were
derived from scientific columns or programs (where one would expect a
less credulous attttude to the paranormal), there were a number of very
good items from general press, radio and TV programs. The winner of the
1987 award (and $1000) was the Willesee program for a story on Uri
Geller, incorporating a satellite interview with Geller and a demonstration of
Geller's tricks by Skeptical magician, Ben Harris. A special award of $500
was given to Bob Beale, science wrtter for The Sydney Morning Herald,
for a body of work, and especially for a story on Creationist pressure put
on the Commonwealth Bank to withdraw sponsorship from an Australian
Museum display on evolution.
The 1988 Skeptical Journalism Award has the following requirements:
1. The award will be given to a piece (whether press, radio or TV)
considered the best sceptical treatment of a paranormal or pseudoscientific subject.
·
2. The item must be an original piece published or broadcast in Australia
during 1987.
3. The (chief) journalist or reporter must normally be a resident of
Australia.
4. Nominations should be sent by the joumalisVreporter (or their
employer) to Australian Skeptics, PO Box 575, Manly 2095, accompanied
by a copy of the piece (VHS format for video tapes).
5. Patrons and committee members of Australian Skeptics are ineligible.
6. The judging will be done by Australian Skeptics and anounced at the
Fourth Skeptics Convention (Sydney, Easter 1988).
We look forward to receiving many entries from Australia's sceptical
journalists.

COLOSSUS OF RHODES STORY .. PAGE 3
CO-UNSELLlNG, A ROLE FOR SKEPTICS? .. P.26
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From the President ...
Since the last issue, when I reported on our improved
relationship with the news media, there have been a number
of interesting occurrences that have focused attention on that
relationship.
The first example is the Dankbaar/Colossus of Rhodes fiasco,
or "Psychicgate" as we like to refer to it (see story this issue).
Some media outlets reported this story uncritically, while
others sought our views on the matter. Being as unaware of
the facts as anyone else, we counselled caution and also
mentioned our interest in the affair. When it became
apparent that the so-called "fist" was a rock that had been
submerged for a very short time, the media organisations that
had exercised cautious scepticism told the true story with
relish, while those that had played the story as fact, recanted ,
as would be expected, with much smaller stories. NSW
skeptics were astonished by the fact that, when the "fist" was
recovered, it did not bear the inscription "We are building
better Colossi" and signed "Laurie Brereton, Minister for
Public Rhodes".
Now the good news. Australian Skeptics has been invited to
provide regular "Skeptics Column" for a number of media
outlets. For instance, we have been invited to conduct a
regular "Skeptics Column of the Air" on Peter J. Shield's
World of Unexplained Mysteries, each Sunday night on
Radio 2UE, Sydney.
These are most encouraging events in our endeavours to
bring our message to a mass audience, and we will certainly
capitalise on our opportunities presented.
We were delighted to entertain Mark Plummer, former
president of A.S., and current executive director of CSICOP,
who returned home for a visit at the end of a world tour of
Skeptics groups. During his tour, Mark assisted in the
formation of a number of new national groups, and it was
encouraging to hear him tell of the growing interest in
scepticism in many countries. It seems to be a case of
"Skeptics of the World, Unite! You have nothing to lose but
your superstitions!"
- Barry Williams
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Members sought
for Victorian c'tee
The Victorian Committee
of Australian Skeptics wou Id
like to hear from people who
could contribute a little time
and effort as members of the
committee. The only
prerequisite is enthusiasm and
an interest in critically
examining the paranormal.
If you can help, please
drop a line to: Victorian
Committee, Australian
Skeptics, GPO Box 1555P,
Melbourne 3001.
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News

Shock! Horror! Australian
psychic fails to find Colossus
July 6, 1987 was the highpoint of Adelaide 'psychic' Ann
Dankbaar's year, as on this day the
newspapers of Australia credited her
with discovering the Colossus of
Rhodes, one of the Seven Wonders
of the Ancient World.
Unfortunately for Mrs Dankbaar
and psychic-supporters throughout
the world, the jubilation was not to
continue for very long, and the
discovery of the Colossus was soon
to be referred to as "one of the
Seven Blunders of the World".
The story began on January 2
of this year, when the Adelaide
Advertiser ran a front page story
headlined "I've found the Colossus of
Rhodes, says psychic - Adelaide
woman seeks bounty worth millions".
Mrs Dankbaar claimed she made the
discovery while holidaying in the
Aegean island in March 1985.
However, the first "official dive" to the
sunken statue, according to the
story.was not made until October
1986.
Mrs Dankbaar said that before
her 1985 visit to Greece, she had
never heard of the Colossus, a large
statue of the sun god Helios
constructed at the entrance to the
harbour of Rhodes (Rodos) in the
third century BC and supposedly
toppled by an earthquake in
c.224BC.
Asked by an acquaintance at
a dinner party in Rhodes if the
Colossus was real or a myth, Mrs
Dankbaar replied that it was real and
could be found, according to the
report. She was later taken out on a
police launch and, with her eyes
closed and her hand pointing in the
direction the boat should go, she
claimed to have discovered the site of
the statue, 750 metres off shore at a
depth of 41 metres. The statue had
been "toppled by a tidal wave which
she says consumed about 20% of
the original landmass of the ancient

island".
Mrs Dankbaarsaidthe statue
was a bronze shell filled with "manmade bricks". Broken pieces of the
statue still remained on the seabed,
and the statue had not been
salvaged as many thought - some
putting the salvage operation as early
as652AD.
She claimed she had been
guided to the site by a vision of '~hree
mills" pointing in the right direction,
without knowing what the mills were.
In fact, they are three windmills on the
Rhodes' harbour foreshore - one of
the tourist attractions of the island.
(Mrs Dankbaar seems curiously
ignorant of the history and attractions
of the places she is visiting.)
On returning to Adelaide from
another holiday to Greece at the end
of 1986, Mrs Dankbaar had informed
her solicitors to put in a claim for her to
be registered as the official finder of
the statue, and therefore due a
bounty offered by the Greek
government.

Other claims
Among other statements
made at the time, Mrs Dankbaar is
described by some of the reports
(which appeared in the media
throughout Australia) as having
worked with Dutch crime authorities
assisting with "unsolved cases" (they
don't say if they were unsolved
before or after her efforts).
She also is reported as saying
"she 'knew' a large part of the
Colossus was buried on the spot she
had pinpointed. But, just in case she
did not get her just reward, she said
she had 'found' two other pieces
during the 1985 boat search and had
not yet told the authorities where
they were located".
She also is reported as having
made a prediction at the time of her
first visit that it would be two years
before anything came to the surface.
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"Yesterday [January 1, 1987)
she said it would be about May before
the first bronze was recovered. A
reconstruction of a large part of the
statue would be achieved by the end
of this year.
"She also foresaw she would
become 'very wealthy' and said: 'It's
about time'."
But perhaps one of the most
interesting claims, and certainly the
one that most aroused the South
Australian branch of Australian
Skeptics, was the statement made in
the second paragraph of the
Advertiser story that Mrs Dankbaar
had been "acknowledged by the
University of Adelaide to have 'very
significant paranormal powers"'. She
claimed to hold a university certificate
describing her as having psychic
powers after having been tested and
achieving results with a probability
factor of one in 10,000.
The SA Skeptics immediately
issued a challenge to Mrs Dankbaar to
prove her psychic powers under
scientific conditions, refering to the
Skeptics' challenge of $20,000
offered by patrons Dick Smith and
Phillip Adams. State secretary Ron
Evans suddenly became a media star
in his own right, being interviewed by
press and radio across Australia. In
fact, many branches of the media
seemed more interested in the
$20,000 challenge than Mrs
Dankbaar's claims.
"Mrs Dankbaar stands to make
a lot of money and we're interested in
offering this to prove her claims," Ron
Evans was quoted.
Ron also wrote to Mrs
Dankbaar's solicitor, proposing the
challenge and asking for details of the
"successful" dive to the Colossus in
October 1986 and on Mrs Dankbaar's
involvement with Dutch crime
authorities. Australian Skeptics has
not, at time of going to press,
received any of the information
requested.
The Skeptics' challenge
sparked an investigation of Mrs
Dankbaar's university endorsement.
As reported in the Skeptic earlier this
year (Vol 7, No 1), it was revealed that
the certificate had been issued as a
"personal reference" by George
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University of Adelaide's Dept of
Electrical Engineering. Mr Karolie
said Mrs Dankbaar had requested that
he issue the reference, and he had
"felt obliged to give the letter to her'',
as she had freely given up her time
over a period of several months three
years ago to be tested . He had
known her for about ten years, andhis
endorsement was issued purely on
his own behalf and not that of the
university.
"He said Mrs Dankbaar had
been planning to travel overseas and
wanted something to show
universities and other institutions, as
a form of introduction to her powers."
It was presumably on this overseas
trip that Mrs Dankbaar had
'discovered' the site of the Colossus.
Mrs Dankbaar had been Mr
Karolie's best subject - he has carried
out "electronic-based testing" on
about ten people over ten years, only
testing those who claim to have some
sort of psychic power. She had
performed three precognition tests,
requiring her to foretell the outcome
of random events before they
occurred. According to a report in the
Advertisert (January 6), in two tests
she had scored one in 100 against
chance, but her "peak result" had
been one in 10,000, described by Mr
Karolie as "significant" and "very
significant" respectively. No details of
the tests were given.
Another University of Adelaide
researcher, Dr Peter Delin, senior
lecturer in the Dept of Psychology,
had also tested Mrs Dankbaar, but
had not found anything to convince
him that she had paranormal powers.
"I have conducted a fairly
extensive interaction with Mrs
Dankbaar, during which there were
marginally significant results in one
computer testing section, but overall,
the outcome was without great
interest," he said.
Mr Karolie felt that perhaps he
had hit one of Mrs Dankbaar's peaks
with his testing, and that perhaps the
tests done by Dr Delin were
performed on a bad day for her. "He
said there were four sub-branches in
extra sensory perception - telepathy,
clairvoyancy, precognition and
retrocognition - and each required

different tests."
There the matter rested for
some months.

Colossal fist
Reports appeared in the press
in Australia on June 29, quoting the
Reuters news agency and The
Sunday Times (which had an
exclusive arrangement to publish the
story, written by paranormal advocate,
Brian Inglis), describing "a secret
search" by the Greek government to
find remains of the Colossus.
At a press conference, the
Greek Marine Minister, Stathis
Alexandris, publicised plans to step
up a search for remains of the
Colossus outside the harbour of
Rhodes .
Details revealed at the press
conference included ''the search
owes its start to an extraordinary
chance remark" made by Mrs
Dankbaar when "she casually told a
friend that she knew where the
Colossus was lying in the bay". The
friend was a Ms Mary Papandreou.
This contradicts the earlier reports
which said she had been specifically
asked whether the Colossus was real
or a myth by Mr Paraschos Kaillis, the
director of the Rhodes Chamber of
Commerce & Industry and the host at
a dinner party. "He was aware of Mrs
Dankbaar's powers having met the
couple [Mrs Dankbaar and her
husband) through a mutual friend on
a trip to Australia." Mr Kaillis was
described in the earlier reports as the
Rhodes harbour master.
One of the early reports had
said Mrs Dankbaar feared the divers
who investigated the site in 1986
were making a claim of their own to
having found the statue. The June
29 report said the divers had been
friends of Ms Papandreou.
The Greek authorities'
investigation had apparently
discovered "what seems like a large
plinth, on which a statue might have
rested, and another large object,
which looks like a clenched fist".
Later reports said Greek
officials were now saying that a search
for smuggled drugs supposedly
dumped in the sea had lead to the
discovery. But Mrs Dankbaarwas
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sticking by her guns, claiming she
was the inspiration for the discovery.
She "intends to remain on Rhodes
for another week to see if she can
receive fresh 'readings' on the
statue's whereabouts" a report in the
Melbourne Age said on July 4.
Interestingly, there was no mention of
the two extra pieces of the Colossus
Mrs Dankbaarwas supposed to have
found but was keeping secret as
'insurance' for her just reward.
The story became really big
news in Australia with reports
published on July 6. The Sydney
Morning Herald carried a story on the
top of its front page (considered a key
posttion "above the fold" reserved
for top stories - see comment this
issue). This story was headed
"Australian psychic credited with
finding Colossus of Rhodes", and
said "The Greek government has
found its use of a clairvoyant
somewhat embarrassing. When the
Poseidon [search vessel] was first
sent to the site , the official story was
that it was looking for dumped
narcotics" .
These reports said a fist ,
1.86m wide x 1.7m long x 0.93m thick
and weighing about one tonne, had
been found at a depth of about 52m.
The earlier reports had said a depth of
41 m, and made much of Mrs
Dankbaar's correction of harbour
charts which she had said indicated
depths 1Orn too shallow.
Heavily retouched photos of
the underwater fist were published .
Mr and Mrs Dankbaar had
reportedly been flown to Rhodes by
the Greek government from London
where they had been staying with
Barry Humphries, "a close friend".
However, there seems to be some
confusion as to whether Mr Dankbaar
travelled with her or was in Adelaide
fending off reporters. Barry
Humphries was quoted as saying "I
can't fathom any of it."
Mrs Dankbaar ''told the
London newspaper The Sunday
Times : 'I stake my life the Colossus is
there'." In view of laterfindings, we
presume this is a wager Mrs Dankbaar
would rather forget.

Vision splendid
The Herald report continued.
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"According to Mrs Dankbaar, the
statue is lying submerged.broken
into several pieces. 'I have seen a
foot so big that you can't imagine it,'
she said. 'The other hand has a
different shape. It is open.
"'The body is enonnous. I saw
him before he was destroyed. He
was beautiful. There is still some
bronze left.'
"Last Friday, Ms Dankbaar had
another revelation. She told The
Sunday Times: 'I was awake at Sam. I
saw the other foot. I also heard a
scream such as I have never heard
before. It was the scream of the
sculptor. I will make sure he is never
wronged again.'
''The statue's sculptor was a
local man called Chares, who
committed suicide because he felt his
achievement, which took around 12
years to build, was not properly
appreciated."
The Herald is here catching
some of Mrs Dankbaar's style - feet
too big to imagine, terrible screams.
The story of Chares of Lindos' death
is not as clear cut as the newspaper
would have one believe . While it
does seem possible that he
commited suicide, reasons put
forward for his death include a
mistake made with dimensions of the
statue or the ever faithful
disappearance of certain funds.
Suicide brought on by not being
understood artistically is more
romantic, obviously, but not
necessarily more truthful.
The Herald did add a locally
wrttten tail-end to its front page story
on the fist. This was that Mrs
Dankbaar had first attracted public
attention in the late 1970s when she
featured in an ABC film and series
called "Minds Between". On the
programs she used her "psychic
powers" to infonn members of the
audience about their past and
present. She also claimed to pass
messages to "the other side" - a sort
of Doris Dankbaar.
Unfortunately for Mrs
Dankbaar, Dr Peter Dalin, the
researcher quoted in reference to her
University of Adelaide
"endorsement", had been involved in
the program. According to him,

"nothing happened in the studio that
left people gasping".
Other reports at the same time
said archaeologists had examined the
fist as soon as it was brought to the
dock. ''They said it was still too soon
to be sure whether it belonged to the
Colossus, but there was no question
the carving had been done by hand."
The Greek Minister for Culture,
ex-actress and political activist Melina
Mercouri, was reportedly sceptical of
the find being the Colossus. Some
put this down to annoyance that her
department had not been put in
charge of the find instead of the
Ministry of Shipping.
Armed sailors were supposed
to be guarding the fist, and four navy
gunboats patrolling the waters to
discourage treasure seekers.

Whoops!
Suddenly things started to go
wrong for Mrs Dankbaar's Colossus.
Mrs Dankbaar criticised Ms
Mercouri's doubting attitude, saying
''that woman" was trying to ruin her
reputation. Ms Mercouri was not the
only problem for Mrs Dankbaar.
Reports started coming in of
archaeologists' grave doubts of the
fist's authenticity - the fist was
apparently the handiwork of a
modern mechanical digger and not
that of an ancient sculptor (a local
dock crane's teeth matched the
grooves forming the 'fingers' of the
fist) . The stone had apparently been
dropped in the harbour during
construction work; local dock workers
had been chuckling to themselves
ever since the stone had been pulled
out of the water.
It was revealed that Mr Kaillis,
the dinner party host who had
questioned Mrs Dankbaar on the
Colossus, had insisted she come to
Rhodes when he met her in Australia
in 1984, and he had persuaded her
to accompany him on a sea-search,
contradicting earlier statements by
Mrs Dankbaar.
To make matters worse, video
film taken of the seabed by the
"Poseidon" vessel revealed that the
bed is ltttered with objects, including
slabs, amphorae and cannon balls.

Continued page 16
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The Medium and the Message
A case study of paranormal reporting
The Sydney Morning Herald

prides itself on being one of
Australia's "quality" newspapers. Not
for it are the "yellow press"
techniques employed by the
afternoon tabloids to sell more copies sensational headlines, breathless
prose, or "human interest"
trivialisations.
Indeed, the SMH is the
employer of Bob Beale, who this year
was awarded the Science Reporter of
the Year award by the Australian &
New Zealand Association for the
Advancement of Science and a
special award as part of the Australian
Skeptics' inaugural journalism awards.
It comes as something of a
surprise, therefore, to see the recent
emphasis the SMH has been
apparently giving to paranormal
subjects, and from a somewhat less
than sceptical stance.
The Colossus of Rhodes/Mrs
Dankbaar story is a case in point, and
we will look at five stories on this
subject published by the paper over a
ten day period recently.
On Monday June 29, the SMH
published a story 19.5cm long
(including headline, photo and
caption) headed "Australian points
divers to Colossus". This reprinted a
Reuters news agency story (also
carried by other papers) on a press
conference in Greece. This began
with the line "An Australian clairvoyant
has led divers to the possible
underwater location of the famed
Colossus of Rhodes". The cautious
"possible location" is alright, but we
only had Mrs Dankbaar's word that
she was "clairvoyant". An Adelaide
report published earlier this year in
fact seemed to indicate otherwise.
Overall, this is the sort of story,
positioned away from the main news
pages, that is soon forgotten and
normally deserves to be .
The following Friday, July 3, the
SMH published a 26.5cm story (all
copy, no pictures) headed "Search
for Colossus resumes off Rhodes"

and written by Herald correspondent
David Lazarus. This had a more
sceptical tone to it than the previous
overseas sourced story, quoting
Greek Merchant Marine Minister,
Stathis Alexandris, as "sceptical that
the Colossus had been found", and
emphasising the different views as to
who should be credited with the
discovery. So far so good - no real
complaints; just a light story with
almost a humourous edge.
Monday July 6 was a different
matter entirely. 73.5cm of copy on
the search, with 52.5cm of this on the
front page, and on the top of the front
page at that! The headline read :
"Australian psychic credited with
finding Colossus of Rhodes".
For those not in the journalistic
profession, a front page story for a
journalist is a credit devoutly to be
wished. This is especially true for the
quality papers, which do not normally
throw away their front pages lightly.
Readers should also note that the
SMH is a "broadsheet" newspaper
(twice the size of a 'tabloid', such as
the Sydney and Melbourne versions
of the Sun). This means that the
paper has to be folded horizontally
when on sale, so that only the top hatt
of the front page is visible. Therefore
it is those stories "above the fold" that
are mainly responsible for sales of the
paper on any particular day, leaving
aside stories publicised on
newspapers' posters (often the same
items).
The SMH's Colossus story was
just such a story - it had pride of place
in that issue. It was also used to
promote the paper on one of its
posters (the wire-caged headline
sheets so beloved of British
filmmakers). The headline on the
poster read "Aussie psychic gets it
right". Thank Heavens the SMH is
not a sensational newspaper.
Most of this particular story (and
all of that part of it published on the
front page - which is all most readers
would have read) was written by
"Margaret Harris and agencies" and

concerned Mrs Dankbaar and the
Colossal fist. It included a story of Mrs
Dankbaar's friends trying to fool her
when she claimed to pinpoint the site
of the Colossus by boat - they took
her out a second time from a different
starting point, "but she came up with
the same location". There is no
source for this claim - it is presented
as universal fact, without reference.
The story does include a few
"she claims" and "according to", but
overall this part of the story is without
any qualifying statements concerning
Mrs Dankbaar's claimed psychic
powers.
Not so an 'envoi' tacked onto the
end of the story (page 15) which is
locally sourced, written by Peter Fray.
Mr Fray gives some background
information on Mrs Dankbaar,
including the damaging statement
that when she appeared on an ABC
program on psychic powers, "nothing
happened in the studio that left
people gasping".
It also recalls the denial by the
University of Adelaide that it had
issued a "certificate" endorsing her
powers, and carries two paragraphs of
an interview with Peter Woolcock,
president of the South Australian
branch of Australian Skeptics. While
it is not necessary for any journalist to
contact Australian Skeptics or any
other sceptical group or individual, Mr
Fray should be congratulated for
entering a dissenting view backed up
by some concrete information into
the story.
On July 7 (Tuesday), the SMH
published a two column story (total
30cm, including headline and a 14cm
photo) headed "Colossal mistake, or
one giant fist for mankind". Again
written by Herald correspondent
David Lazarus, this had Greek officials
"cautiously predicting that the
legendary Colossus of Rhodes ...
had been found" and archaeologists
saying "it was still too soon to be sure
whether it [a fist] belonged to the
Colossus, but there was no question
the carving had been done by hand".
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Paranormal
reporting
(from previous
page)
Mrs 0ankbaarwas quoted as claiming
credit, while officials gave credit to a
search for smuggled drugs. Mrs
Dankbaar's powers are referred to
only in one paragraph (out of five
total) and in the photo caption
"Harbour authorities and tourists
gather around the stone fist ...
clairvoyant has claimed credit".
Needless to say this story was not
carried on the front page.
Finally, on July 8 (Wednesday),
we have a 12cm story, published at
the bottom of an inside page and
headlined "Colossus find turns into a
colossal error". This Reuters story
reported that the fist had been
revealed to be the result of a
mechanical digger. Mrs Dankbaar's
involvement was limited to
"Searchers were led to it by an
Australian clairvoyant, Ann Dankbaar,
who told friends in Rhodes she knew
where the statue was submerged,"
and "Mrs Dankbaar said today: 'I'm not
convinced. I'm still sure it's the
Colossus."
On July 15, the SMH published
a letter from Australian Skeptic Harry
Edwards (datelined July 7), headed
"Colossol non-story". The letter
included the query: "If it is not the
Colossus, will the Herald run a frontpage story saying 'Australian psychic
fails to find Colossus'?" Events
between the writing of the letter and
its publication showed that the SM H
did not publish such a story. To make
up for it, we have used the
suggested headline in this issue.
The letter, by the way, was published
at the bottom of the letters page, just
above the "Vice Regal" column,
possibly the least read column in the
newspaper.
So much for the SMH's flirtation
with Mrs Dankbaar, but not with
psychics and the paranormal per se.
On July 1O, the day before the
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federal election, the SMH asked four
different people (or otherwise) what
the weather would be like on election
day. Consulted were: the
supervising meteorologist at the
Bureau of Meteorok>gy, a man who
can tell the weather by the itch in his
nose, the chimpanzees at Taronga
Zoo, and "Ellen Kicken, 38,
clairvoyant, card reader,
numerologist, and seH~evelopment
therapist". They did not ask (or at
least, did not publish) the views of
any politician, electoral officer,
policeman, postman, sportsman, man
or woman with bunions, motorist
intending to wash their car, or anyone
with qualifications as valid as Ms
Kicken's to predict the weather.
Ms Kicken was depicted in a
particularly atmospheric photo, lit from
below, deep shadows, hands poised
over the Tarot cards, and was quoted
as predicting ihat tomorrow's
weather will be much like the election:
sunny at first, then showers, ending
with a storm". The accuracy of her
election prediction depends on your
politics, but for those of our readers
not living in Sydney, her weather
prediction was wrong.
The SMH admitted as much in
Column 8 on July 14, although Ms
Kicken and her profession were not
referred to. Cok.Jmn 8, by the way, is
printed almost the length of the front
page of the SMH, on the right hand
side. It is full of queer coincidences,
funny names and wry humour.
According to the column, the only
one to get the prediction right was
the man with the itchy nose ("fine,
warm and cloudless, with a slight
breeze"). For the record, the weather
in Sydney on that day varied
considerably from place to place. The
author of this piece can assure you
that standing in a line waiting to vote,
there were definitely dark clouds in
the sky - not a pleasant thought when
you have a long wait in front of you.
We could go on with other
recent examples of the Sydney
Morning Herald's toying with the
occult, such as the Woronora Yowie
(July 27 - "A group of eight young
people say they were terrorised at the
weekend by an ape-like creature")

but most of these are definitely
treated tongue in cheek.
No-one would or should object
to any newspaper having some fun
with lighter stories - a totally serious
paper is too sombre and too dry to
sell well, and can be extremely boring
to work on or read. The SMH also has
every right to decide what it wants to
publish and where it wants to publish
it. It has so far largely - but not
entirely - ignored the temptation to
put pretty girls on page three, but that
is its decision and its decision only.
Australian Skeptics is largely
made up of people who enjoy a joke they are not all killjoys out to erase all
fun from the world, as many
concerned at the Skeptics' in-roads
into areas considered sacred and
uncriticisable are wont to believe.
But in the same way that the
SMH is free to comment on the
actions of others, so its readers and
the public at large are free to
comment on it, especially if it portrays
itseH as a "quality" newspaper. The
SMH was not the only quality
newspaper to publish somewhat less
than restrained stories on the
Colossus and other equally tenuous
subjects. It was just that it gave such
prominent coverage to it.
Words such as "responsible,
reliable and reputable" are the sorts
of terms quality newspapers like to
use to describe themselves, but they
could easily be supplemented by
"ridiculous" if the editors and
journalists on quality newspapers are
not too careful with the coverage they
give to dubious claims, especially in
the area of the paranormal and
pseudo-science.
Australian Skeptics is a group
that believes that fair is fair, and
criticism should be meted out
honestly and without bias, even it that
means criticising the enl)loyer of the
winner of its journalism award. We
hold no brief against the Sydney
Morning Herald - we do not own
shares in other papers, nor are we
friends of Rupert Murdoch. But a
quality newspaper's reputation is its
life-blood, and should not be treated
callously or lightly.
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ASTROLOGY

What star sign are you really?
By Sir Jim R. Wallaby
In a scientifically designed opinion poll,
conducted among my acquaintances, it is
revealed that 97.35% of Australians know their
"star sign". What is not revealed is how many of
them know what it means.
Some time in the dim, distant past, star
gazers ascribed patterns to the stars and
named them after various animals, mythical
heroes and artifacts. It requires a far degree of
imagination to see the supposed resemblance
of these constellations to the objects for which
they are named, but we must remember that the
ancients did not have television and had to do
something to fill in their nights.
At about the same time (give or take a
millenium) some of the star gazers decided that
these constellations, and various other celestial
bodies, in some way controlled human affairs,
and thus invented astrology.
The important constellations were those
12 that lay along the ecliptic (apparent path of
the sun) and a narrow band on either side of it,
This was
approximately 182 in total width.
named, presumably by a Greek, the zodiac

(circle of animals). The important thing about
the zodiac is that the sun, the moon and the
planets are always within its compass. Well,
nearly always. Mercury and Pluto (the second
of which the ancients knew nothing about),
because of the tilt of their orbits, are sometimes
outside the zodiac.
In about 100 BC, astrologers set down the
rules of their "science", which are still used
today. They decided that the sun spent equal
time in each constellation, ie 30 2 or
We can be
approximately 30.5 days.
reasonably accurate with the date of this event,
because 100 BC was the time when the sun
entered the constellations at approximately the
time that astrologers said it did (and still do).
But time, as they say in the classics,
marches on, and so does the zodiac. The earth,
as well as revolving around the sun and rotating
on its axis, over a period of 25,800 years,
describes a great circle against the background
stars. This is known as precession and is best
viewed as the wobble a top develops as it runs
down.
TABLE 1

Constellation

Sun entry
astrological date

Sun entry
actual date

Time/days

Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Ophiuchus
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces

March 20
April 20
May22
June 22
July 23
August 22
September 22
October 22
Never heard of it!
November 22
December 22
January 22
February 21

April 18
May 11
June 15
July 11
August 1
September 8
October 15
November 19
November 25
December 14
January 16
February 15
March 10

22
35
26
21
38
47
25
6
18

34
30

24
39
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This has an effect on our perception of the
zodiacal constellations, and in the 2000 years
that have ensued since the rules of astrology
were set in concrete, the zodiac has moved
around by one full sign. Not only that, but two
other constellations now intrude into the zodiac.
The first, Cetus (the Swan), only just intrudes
and in fact does not cross the ecliptic, and can
safely be ignored by astrologers (they ignore a
lot of other things, so a little bit of Swan should
cause no problems).
The other constellation, which should be
more diffcult to ignore, is Ophiuchus (the
Serpent Bearer) which takes up 75% of the
space ascribed by astrologers to Scorpio.
Ophiuchus gets no recognition from astrologers,
and the reasons for this may be that iit is hard to
pronounce or that 13 signs is a bit difficult for
simple
(or
mathematics
simple
mathematicians).
Of course, astrologers have an answer to
this problem. Why not, they claim to have the
answer to every problem. They claim that their
signs share nothing but the name with the
actual constellations (thus ignoring the history
of their "science"). Their signs are patches of
arbitrarily designated sky all exactly 30 11 in
length and having no physical references at all.
Of course, the constellations are purely
arbitrary constructs too, the constituent stars
having no physical connection with each other
(to a large degree), merely being patterns that
happen to fall within the same line of sight when
seen from earth. Move a few tens of light years
away and no familiar constellations would be
apparent.
All of which is a rather long-winded way to
get to the answer to the original question, "What
sign are you really?".
Back in 100 BC, your sign and its conamed constellation were in roughly the same
place. Table 1 shows just how far out of whack
things have got since then. Also shown are the
number of days that the sun spends in each
constellation. Amazingly enough, only one is
even close to 30.5 days.
If you care to work it out, the sun is only in
the constellation and the equivalent sign on 106

9
days of the year. If we were to arbitrarily make
the constellations equal in their zodiacal
contact, the sun would spend only 22 days in
both together, and by the year 2113, it would
never be in both the constellation and the signs
at the same time. Of course, in 25,700 AD or
thereabouts all will be well again.
Naturally enough, astrologers will say "So
what". Having divorced their signs from the
constellations in the far past, they are happy
with their current views of the zodiac. That is all
very well, but there is no evidence that the
effect
any
have
constellations
actual
whatsoever on human destiny and at least the
stars within their constellations have a physical
reality. Why then should we believe that the
even more arbitrarily designated signs, which
have no physical reality at all but were merely
made up by early astrologers to counter the
effects of precession, can be influential. The
conclusion is, of course, that they do not, and
there is plenty of evidence to support this
conclusion.
In a later article, I will look at the matter of
planetary influences, which astrologers seem to
believe is even more important.
If you wish to startle the next person who
asks you "What is your sign?", you can use the
information in Table 1 to reveal the constellation
in which the sun resided on the date of your
birth, and challenge your interlocutor to guess
your birthdate. As for me, if I use real stars and
real times, I am a Libran. If I use astrologers'
time and real stars, I am an Ophiuchan. And if I
use astrologers' stars and time, I am a Scorpio.
No wonder I'm confused!
Sir Jim R. Wallaby was born into a poor gypsy family,
but at six weeks of age, he was stolen by passing royalty.
He regards himseH as a wit, and in this he is haH right.
Lloyd George never met his father.
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SPIRITUALISM

Channels - are they schizophrenic?
By Dr Harry Edwards
To suggest that channels are frauds,
hoaxers or charlatans would not be considered
unreasonable by any rational person; but to
infer that they may be victims of a mental
aberration may be seen to be going a little too
far.
Before delivering a prognosis, what is a
channel?
Channeling is a contemporary word to
describe the manifestation of spirit voices
through a medium, and is probably better
known as spiritualism.
Although its origin dates back to the days
when priests and shaman projected their voices
from behind oracles and idols to fool most. .• of
the people most of the time, the phenomenon (if
one presumes to legitimise what I consider to
be blatant tomfoolery as genuine) achieved
much respect and patronage in the second half
of the last century, when serious research was
begun to find evidence of a life hereafter. The
motivation behind the search was to find a
counter to Darwin's theory of the origin of
species which had caused a dichotomy in
religious beliefs.
Legend in psychic annals are the names
of Margaret and Kate Fox, Madame Blavatsky,
Eusapia Palladino, Leonore Piper and Florence
Cook; today, most would recognise the names
of Edgar Cayce, Doris Stokes and Oral Roberts,
the latter claiming access to the supreme spirit
itself.
An article in the Sydney Sun (10/8/87)
reports
that
psychologists,
psychiatrists,
bankers and senators are among those who
have attended some of Shirley MacLaine's 18
seminars conducted in the past 12 months at
$300 a pop, and that "she is a highly intelligent
woman" - a parsimonious compliment in my
opinion to pay one who has, based on the
figures quoted above, turned over $5.4 million
on a part time lecture circuit propounding a
belief in UFOs, channeling, reincarnation and
astral travelling.

Despite the fact that all spiritualists
subjected to controlled tests over the past 130
years have been shown up as frauds, the 1980s
has seen a resurgence of interest and belief
particularly in Los Angeles, where there are
currently
more
than
1000
channellers
operating.
The modus operandi has remained
basically the same - the medium supposedly
goies into a trance, then speaks in an altered
voice, their utterances varying from the
apocalyptical to simplistic philosophies cloaked
in verbose and often obscure jargon.
Despite the claim that the revelations
come from the spirit world or super
intelligences, the information never transcends
that which is available from a variety of earthly
sources.
Any analysis of the phraseology used
same
ambiguity
and
discolses
the
generalisation employed in cold readings. No
information of interest about "th.e other side" is
ever forthcoming, and the medium always
claims to be totally ignorant of what was said
during the trance - a convenient amnesic ploy
exonerating one from responsibility.
As in cold readings, a purpose IS served
however - the devotees are told what they
WANT to hear. · for some, it reinforces religious
convictions; and for those who have lost faith in
the mainstream religions, it provides a
substitute.
Others find comfort in simple
answers to the age old questions of the purpose
and meaning of life, satisfying the need that
many people have to believe in something,
albeit irrational.
Gone are the days, however, when
mediums produced disembodied spirit heads
and hands, amorphous bodies, and musical
instruments that played themselves; modern
channels are only too aware that ectoplasm
made of cheesecloth, papier mache and
luminous paint, are readily detectable by
anyone with half an eye.
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The diversity of "controls" (spirits) is limited
only by the imagination of the medium, yet
strangely, few if any have taken the trouble to
invent
plausible
characters
capable
of
transcending even the most elementary
questions regarding their authenticity.
All mediums exhibit a blase acceptance of
their alleged powers to communicate with the
dead, yet curiously it never seems to occur to
them that this faculty is a pipeline to altruistic
fame and fortune. Many do, however, take the
oportunity to cash in on their acts quite
handsomely.
Oral Roberts, for example,
recently demonstrated this when, through him,
his control asked for and got $8,000,000!
How times change - a couple of centuries
ago anyone claiming to be possessed by spirits
would have been burned at the stake!
Immediately apparent to even the least
sceptical must be the absence of any evidence
offered by channels to corroborate the
authenticity of their alleged controls, surely a
prerequisite if any credence is to be had in their
existence.
A most remarkable feature, however, and
one which must intrigue all those who have at
some time struggled with mastering a second
language, is the apparent ease with which the
spirits converse in tongues other than their own,
and in some cases languages and dialects nonexistent at the time of their demise.
Leonore Piper's control, for example, was
a Frenchman called Mr Phinuit, who spoke no
French and could not answer questions when
directed to him in his native tongue.
For $200-350 a session, Rhea Powers will
transform herself into a "higher consciousness"
by the name of Sanat Kumara, whose universal
knowledge obtained many millenia ago will be
relayed in Americanese.
Ms J.Z. Knight, for the discount price of
$150, will spiritually metamorphose into
Ramtha, a 35,000 year old warrior from mythical
Atlantis, who will advise clients on Wall Street
investments. A "psychic pin" for punters would
produce greater profits, I'm sure. Personally I
would be intrigued to know how Ramtha gained
his knowledge of the New York Stock Exchange
thousands of years before it came into being,
and where he learned to speak a non-existent
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language with an equally non-existent accent.
In Sydney, Cliff Dorian of the Lighthouse
Spiritual Centre, speaks with the voice of an
entity not even of this world - again in English,
an act which I suggest could be enhanced with
a touch of Glossolalia!
While
amateur
theatrics
are
understandably entertainment and can fool
those who wishto be fooled, professional
interviewers seem no less credulous.
Richard
Neville
(Extra
Dimensions,
Channel
10)
interviewed
an
American
channeller, Jach Pursel, who claims, among
others as his controls, a contemporary of Jesus,
a 16th century Irishman, and Lazaris, described
as an entity who has never been a physical
being.
Neville evidently didn't think it necessary
to first establish the legitimacy of the spirit's
claimed identity, and accepted the remarkable
aptitude of a first century Jew for contemporary
English without question, and likewise saw
nothing surprising about a 16th century
Irishman's knowledge of modern English
despite the fact that he allegedly died when the
only language spoken in Ireland at the time was
Gaelic!
This naive proclivity to believe without
addressing a basic premise was amply
demonstrated when I was interviewed by The
Sun (Sydney) and People magazine after I
had claimed to be a psychic and in touch with
the spirits of the famous dead (see The Skeptic,
Vol 7, No 2).
Neither reporter asked me
whether I had spoken to Plato in ancient Greek
or where Plato had learned his English.
The secret of this ability to transcend the
language barrier would surely be the greatest
gift the spirit world has to offer mankind, yet this
valuable
contribution
to
better
world
understanding, peace and happiness never
rates a mention by medium, control or the
credulous - why is that so?
Spirit voices as we have seen are not a
new phenomenon, and require little imagination
on the part of a medium. They can be traced
back through the ages, particularly in Biblical
writings, the most publicised being God
dictating the commendments to Moses.
In recent times, the most popular exponent
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was the late Doris Stokes, whose entertainment
career spanned some 44 years. While she
claimed never to have been exposed as a
fraud, it should be noted that this was probably
because she persistently refused to take up the
challenge to demonstrate her claimed powers
under controlled test conditions. Despite this,
sceptics have demonstrated time and again the
techniques used, to show that her amazing gift
was nothing more than a convincing exhibition
of cold reading. Suffice to say at this point, that
if a person experiences auditory sensations
without external stimulus , it a condition caused
by mental derangement, intoxication or fever,
otherwise known as an hallucination.
Likewise, the psychic visions claimed by
clairvoyants are, in fact, mental representations
of the external, an apparent perception without
any corresponding stimulus ... an hallucination.
Similarly, psychics who claim to see future
events flashing on a TV screen or with their
"third
eye"
are
simply
imposing
their
imagination on a visual stimulus and projecting
it on the basis of probability.
To claim
supernatural powers is self-delusion, a belief in
oneself often present in dementia.
On a par with those who receive
disembodied visual and auditory messages are
those zapped by invisible rays from a variety of
sources, and who claim that they are being
persecuted.
During an interview on the Ray Martin
Midday Show, requested by Cliff Dorian of the
Lighthouse

Spiritual

Centre

ostensibly

to

challenge and discredit the Australian Skeptics,
his
partner, "inspirational
medium"
Joy
Atkinson, in an unprovoked outburst, asked
Barry Williams "Why are you crucifying us?". In
view of th e fact that at no time have Barry,
myself or the Australian Skeptics done any
more than describe th e proprietors of the LSC
as being no better or worse than any other
spiritualist in the past 130 years, the implication
inherent in the protest is characteristic of
systematised
delusions
of
persecution ,
otherwise known as paranoia.
Finally, astrology , tarot cards, palmistry,
and all the other weird and wonderful
divinologies .. . what do they have in common?
That all are based on the erroneous premise
that invisible and undetectable forces act upon
us to influence , control and determine our being
and destiny, a belief associated with the
irrational.
So where does this brief resume of
paranormal beliefs lead us, and is there any
correlation between those beliefs and a mental
aberration?
The temptation is difficult to resist when
one considers that hallucination, self-delusion,
dementia, paranoia and irrationality are all
symptoms
of
the
same
disease
schizophrenia!
Author's note: The "Dr" which prefixes my name is
an honorary Doctorate of Divinity purchased for $15 from a
degree mill in the USA - an example of how authority can
be accorded those who wish to deceive. It pays to be
sceptical!

Amazing tale from the underground
By Pip Wilson
I have been for quite some time asociated
with the "alternative" movement in this country,
and ha-we served as editor of two of its
publications, Maggie's Farm and Simply Living
While
am not blind to certain
shortcomings and contradictions in that
movement and those publications, I have
always felt a sense of pride in being connected
with people struggling to find appropriate, just
and creative ways of livinq in these crazy, unjust

and stultified times. Many of the excesses and
na'i'vities for which the alternative movement is
criticised are the natural follow-on from a large
and disparate sub-culture of people, and I often
think that the counter culture has come i;". for
more than its share of flak because- of
Australia's "tall poppy" syndrome - these psople
make easy targets because they have chosen
to take on the difficult task of changing society,
and that doesn't go down too well in our world.
In that subculture, however, I have seen
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more than my share of bunkum, and it never
ceases to amaze that the very movement that is
based largely on a reasoned critical analysis of
20th century Western mores, is itself prone to
some irrational behaviour.
My current journal, Simply Living , has just
published an article, "The 100th Monkey
which
Amundson,
Ron
by
Debunked"
demolishes a widely-accepted (in alternative
circles) modern myth which supposedly
of
Sheldrake's theory
Rupert
endorses
The "100th monkey
formative causation.
readers may know, was
phenomenon",
popularised by the doyen of alternative, 'New
Age' para-science authors, Lyall Watson.
Oner the years, while I have encountered
countless inspiring examples of the 'New Age'
mind at work, so too have I come across some
out-and-out bulldust.
One particular incident comes to mind. I
had in my office two people, a man and a
woman, who are the "alternatives' alternatives".
I respect both for the quality of individuality and
achievement in their lives. Each has a special
something that sets them apart from the
ordinary and makes them truly deserving of the
high standing they have in the New Age
network.
To cut a long story short, I was discussing
story ideas with them, and they both urged me
to publish a piece on "psychic surgery". This is
the practice of removing diseased tissues from
the bodies of ill people simultaneous with the
extraction of sums of filthy lucre from their
wallets.
I remarked that I had already sent a
photojournalist to the psychic surgery of a
psychic surgeon, a woman who practises in
Sydney. That reporter, who believed in this
unique form of medicine, and who was quite
disgusted with my own scepticism, had
eventually returned from the offices of 'Rev
............ : appalled at the chicanery he had
witnessed. So appalled was he that he could
not wnte anything at all on the subject.
! recounted to my guests that another
prominent New Age personality had told me
that when filming Rev . ............. for a TV
documentary, he had been disallowed from
placing a camera behind the psychic surgeon,
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where he had hoped to capture on film the
sleight-of-hand technique he was witnessing
W ith
1 .:,.
..., e"e,..
. .. h·1c
"Nonsense!" my two guests ejaculated.
Why, Rev
They would have none of this.
............. has an excellent reputation, people
speak highly of her. "People also speak lowly
of her'', I countered, to no avail.
I then told them that a prominent
Melbourne pathologist had told me that the tests
he had carried out on tissue 'removed' from a
patient by another psychic healer had revealed
that the said tissue was chicken entrails. (I
hasten to add that the patient was not a
chicken.)
This is when my friends became
particularly agitated. With a burst of enthusiasm
that practically shook my office like the
earthquake of Atlantis, my guests exclaimed
"Amazing!".
(This is a word from the 70s that still cuts it
in New Age circles and can describe anything
on the scale from 'benign tolerance' to 'utterly
unutterable'.)
"A-ma- zing!" they cried. "Not only can
psychic surgeons manifest tissues from a
patient without the use of the knife, they can ... "
(And here's the punchline, and I swear it's
true.)
"... they can man ifest tissues from a
completely different creature!"
It's true. I swear, that's what they said.
No, I can hardly credit it either.
Amazing!
Pip Wilson is editor of "Simply Living" magazine.
She is also a major proponent of the restoration of Wattle
Day to its proper place in the Australian calendar.
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PARAPSYCHOLOGY

ESP - a rejoinder
By Anthony Garrett
Bill Williams, in a paper broadcast on the
ABC's "Ockham's Razor" on March 8, 1987,
comments on extra sensory perception, or ESP
for short. His comments seem to be fair, but in
fact they are too fair.
If the world divides up on a particular
issue into the 'yes's and the 'no's, it might seem
most reasonable to allot equal weight to either
side. Certainly, in the absence of any further
information, that would be the best thing to do.
But if serious information continues to flow in
which strongly favours one stance over the
be utilised. We
other, that information must
favour that stance. To do otherwise,
must
while apparaently fair to dissenters, is unfair to
the stance's supporters.
So what is the position with ESP? There
is a great deal of evidence against it. I hope Mr
Williams will take account of this evidence when
working out his future position, for in informed
debate lies the road to the truth.
His talk was titled "The Scientific Problem
with Extra Sensory Perception". Well, there is a
problem with ESP, but not a scientific one. It is
a problem of fraud, humbug and publicity.
Strong words, but let me back them up.
In Mr Williams' talk, we heard of a small
group of scientists, "conventionally trained and
eminently reputable", who concluded, after
experiment, that there was something to ESP.
A major example given, Dr Soal of
London, is now known not to be at all reputable.
Painstaking analysis of his number-guessing
data by statistician Dr Christopher Scott,
revealed excesses of certain digits in his own
handwritten checklists, particularly the digits
which are easily formed by altering certain
others, which were found to be lacking. A "1" is
easily turned into a "4", fo example. To put it
He committed the
bluntly, Soal cheated.
cardinal sin of doctoring data to support his
beliefs, rather than selecting his beliefs on the
basis of the data. We all do this to a certain
extent in real life, but in scientific research it is

unforgiveable.
There are, of course, many experiments
other than Seal's. Most have been performed
by trained, reputable scientists. But are these
really the best qualified persons to run such
Such people are experts in
experiments?
Thouless and Rhine, two
particular fields:
scientists mentioned by name, were originally
Do these
trained in zoology and botany.
eminently respectable disciplines provide a
good training for ESP research, and if not, what
does?
We can answer these questions by
considering the nature of ESP research.
Anyone who became accepted by the scientific
establishment as the possessor of such powers
would be instantly feted; Uri Geller's prestige
increased massively after he had successfully
conned two American physicists, for example.
So it is to the direct advantage of the subject to
try and cheat. lam not saying that all subjects
cheat, of course; merely some.
So the people we want in charge of ESP
experiments are professionals in the cheating
business, only we want them on our side.
Well, such people exist: they are stage
They are taught how to fool
magicians.
audiences, how to misdirect them into looking at
point A while the serious business of the trick is
how to gain quite
going on at point B;
To call them
remarkable manual dexterity.
professional cheats is in no way an insult;
some of their tricks take years of training to
master. Unfortunately the magician is rarely in
the position of having a laboratory handy to run
ESP experiments, while the scientist who does
finds it difficult to believe that a professional
entertainer can be of any assistance. Scientists
are trained to detect subtlety in nature, not
fraud, and it should be recognised that the two
are widely dissimilar.
I do not know of a single experiment in
which a magician was acting as consultant in
which ESP was confirmed. Unfortunately, such
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negative results are difficult to get into print: the
parapsychological journals far prefer exciting,
positive results to papers which state simply that
nothing happened.
The best experiments conducted by
scientists have been painstakingly analysed by
Professor Mark Hansel, who found ways in
which fraud could habe taken place in each.
This doesn't prove fraud did take place, but it
certainly forces us to place far less emphasis on
the results.
Moreover, where experimental
protocol is tightened up, positive results
diminish. It is logical to extrapolate and suggest
that in perfectly tight experiments, no effects will
be found.
Parasychological experiments are taking
place in a great many Western universities.
Active research is going on at one of Britain's
oldest and most prestigious universities,
Cambridge. There are now at least two Chairs
of Parapsychology in Europe. The most recent
at Edinburgh is occupied by Robert Morris,
formerly of Syracuse University, New York. It
was set up through a bequest from the will of
the writer Arthur Koestler, after several other UK
universities had declined the bequest. But this
is not evidence of any kind of scientific
"conspiracy"
against
parapsychology,
for
conspiracies have to be hidden.
Certainly the scientific community is
openly sceptical of parapsychology; and rightly
so, given its track record. Parasychology was
accepted into the prestigious American
Association for the Advancement of Science
many years ago, largely due to the active
lobbying of the social anthropologist Margaret
Mead, whose influential research on sexual and
social behaviour in Western Samoa is now
increasingly discredited. It was thrown out of
the AAAS recently by a newly elected president,
physicist John Wheeler. Wheeler pointed out
that parapsychology did not have a single
replicable result to its credit. The truth of this
statement cannot be denied.
Parapsychology would be far better
accepted by workers in established fields of
science if its own internal standards were
higher. Experiments nowadays are tending to
be more complex, with the "hit level" due to
random chance almost impossible to work out.
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Card guessing is easy; but how on earth can
you tell whether a sketch drawn by one
individual is sufficiently similar to a scene set
out by a second individual for an attempt at
thought transmission? Believe it or not, that is
now the latest parapsychological craze, called
"ganzfeld".
The best experiments are surely simple,
and performed double blind. This means that
the tester does not know in advance the result
corresponding to a hit, and so cannot
unconsciously cue the subject in to it.
The necessity for magicians to be involved
in the experimental protocol was highlighted in
the most dramatic way possible some three
years ago, when two of them posed as subjects
in experiments hailed in advance as the best
proving ground for paranormal effects, at
Washington University, St Louis, Missouri.
Effects were produced almost as a matter
of routine; eventually the pair revealed what
they had done. The tricks they used could
never have been employed had a magician
been involved in the testing.
What of the person - and perhaps some
are reading this - who has had an experience
which they attributed to ESP? One individual I
know was very struck by the fact that their
cleaner returned to the house at an unusual
time, precisely when my acquaintance was in
some physical distress. Well, that experience
certainly supports the hypothesis of ESP.
Taken by itself, it supports it very strongly; and,
of course, since first-hand experience counts for
a great deal, my friend favours this explanation.
But if more information can be found, then it too
should be taken into account.
How often have people felt that something
Such
was wrong, and found it wasn't?
experiences would lodge in the memory far less
vividly than a positive "hit". Or how often has
something been wrong, and no-one guessed it?
To test for ESP we need to check whether there
is any correlation between what happened and
what was felt.
Now perhaps you can see why reputable
scientific experiments form the backbone of
data on which scientific theories are based. I do
not doubt my friend's experience, but it is vastly
inadequate to prove the existence of ESP. And
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ESP ... from previous page
the best laboratory experiments do not confirm it
either.
Finally, a certain amount of dubious
metaphysics was invoked by Mr Williams in an
attempt to begin the search for physical
explanations of ESP. This is worth trying only
when we are quite certain there is something to
explain, which is not at all the case at present.
ESP effects are apparently independent of
distance, a feature which, it was indicated, is
shared with skin resistance measurements.
This is a very unfair and oversimplified analogy
indeed.
If ESP exists, it operates by
mechanisms presently unknown and very
fundamental.
The
fundamental theory of
electromagnetism
which
underlies
skin
resistance measurement does, in general,
predict a weakening of effect with distance.
And concerning the statements about
time, Einstein's ideas long since showed that
time and space are in a technical sense the
same thing. The comments made about time
have no independent justification from any
other area of science: they are ad hoe and
based solely on an attempt to explain ESP.
They do not even do this: they only distinguish

Colossus ... from page 5
Instead of a 2000 year old statue, we now had what
was possibly only a one year old hunk of sandstone (early
reports had said the stone was limestone). And
newspapers were calling it a "colossal error", "colossal
blue", "colossal fiasco" and, of course, "one of the Seven
Blunders of the World".
Mrs Dankbaar, in one report, was still insisting the
Colossus was real. Later she was to say she knew the fist
was not genuine the moment she put her hands on it. She
claimed she had been "badly used".
Friends of Mrs Dankbaar then came up with the
ultimate excuse for her dismal failure : she was not a hoaxer
or a fraud at all, she was just suffering from psychic
dyslexia!
This little known condition is presumably
responsible for Mrs Dankbaar's continued changing of her
story (who she told about the Colossus, who organised
the search, the location and depth) , the misunderstanding
of her University of Adelaide certificate, her insistence that
the fist was real and then later saying she knew it wasn't as
soon as it was raised, her incorrect vision of a
reconstruction of the Colossus before the end of the year,
etc, etc, etc.
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more clearly · the difference between thought
transmission and precognition, the ability to see
the future.
In his book, "A New Approach to Psychical
Research", which Mr Williams recommended ,
Professor Antony Flew rightly concluded in
1953 that more serious experimental work was
needed. Well, it has been done. As a result,
Professor Flew is now extremely sceptical of the
whole field.
Let me close by clarifying the position. I
am not claiming that ESP certainly does not or
cannot exist. I am claiming that it very probably
does not exist, and that the evidence justifies a
far more sceptical stance that that adopted in
Bill Williams' talk. I favour and hope for future
experimentation, but please , let it be done
properly, with simple tests and magicians as
consultants against the possibility of fraud.
Even then I doubt that the results would satisfy
everybody;
but they should be far more
conclusive than at present.
Dr Garrett is a visiting physicist at the University of Sydney,
as well as being a member of the national committee of
Australian Skeptics. Importantly in this context, he was
also instrumental in establishing a sceptical society at
Cambridge University, UK. This article is an edited version
of a talk given on ABC Radio's "Ockham's Razor".
There are also still a number of questions that need
answers, such as: when did Mrs Dankbaarfirst learn about
the Colossus (she says not until she went to Rhodes);
what is her involvement with Dutch crime authorities
solving difficult cases; what happened to the other bits of
the Colossus Mrs Dankbaar"sighted" (two seen in 1985
but kept secret, both feet, the other hand, the bronze
cladding) or are these to be explained as her dyslexic
sighting of the many bits and pieces found on the Rhodes
sea-bed; and who paid for her trips (latest reports have her
paying for her first trip to Rhodes, and Greek authorities
paying for her trip from London this year).
But most importantly, what has become of Mrs
Dankbaar since the archaeological find of the century
became the non-story of the year.
We haven't heard a peep out of her. We presume
she didn't take herself literally when she staked her life on
the Colossus. We also presume she hasn't become "very
wealthy" because of the publicity. We would be interested
to learn how all of the attention she received has affected
her - is she being stormed with requests from people
wanting to contact relatives "on the other side". Or have
people learned a lesson to be a little more sceptical of
claims of the paranormal. After all, the great psychic
discovery of the decade just fizzled before our very eves.
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The Meaning of Truth where to find it and how to avoid putting
your foot in it
By Mel Dickson
I shall begin by
boldly stating two
universal truths:
1. There are no universal truths - only
personal opinions (which may be sincerely
believed to be true).
2. Our experience of the world is personal
and, hence, unique; we cannot assume others
experience the world as we ourselves do.
It seems, therefore, that there are only
individual experiences (or perceptions) and
individual views of truth.
This is my view of truth, which I have come
to through my own work as a scientist and my
study of the work of others. You are welcome to
share it, but I do not assume you will since so
many other firmly held and differing views exist
for you to choose or to synthesize for yourself.
Few working scientists ever take the time
to consider such things, so I will not even claim
th at many scientists would agree with me.
It may help to go first to the dictionary for
some definitions. These at least will give us an
idea of the notions people have about truth and
its associated idea, reality.
The following definitions are from the
Shorter Oxford Dictionary:
TRUE: Consistent with fact; agreeing with
reality; representing the thing as it is.
TRUTH: Conformity with fact
REAL:
Having an objective existence;
actually existing as a thing.
In Philosophy:
Whatever is regarded as having an existence in
fact, and not merely in appearance , thought or
language.
REALITY: The quality of being real or
having an actual existence. Correspondence to
fact; truth.
FACT: Something that has really occurred
or is the case. Hence, a datum of experience,
as distinct from conclusions.
As you can see, truth, fact and reality are
defined in terms of each other. This is not very
helpful.

To shorten an otherwise very long
philosophical argument, let us accept the
commonsense position that a real universe
exists, which we are capable of experiencing.
However, we have experienced too little of
the universe to be able to make "universally
true" statements.
Worse, individuals experience the world
differently fil1Q have great trouble explaining
their
experiences
unambiguously.
Try
describing in words, as to a blind person, your
experience of the colour "red". Even a person
who is only blind to colour will have difficulty
understanding you.
Although there is a commonsense idea
that a true proposition or statement describes
things or events as they really are, there seem
to be many common uses of truth which surely
fall far short of this ideal. For example:
1. Personal "truth": An observation you
have personally made using your own senses
must be closer to the truth than any secondhand report or an observation made using
some extension to the senses.
2. Philosophical "truth": Although much
debated, philosophers must admit truth of some
sort exists as without it philosophy and
philosophers cannot exist. William James said
"True ideas are those we can assimilate,
validate, corroborate and verify. False ideas
are those that we cannot." [From "Pragmatism";
Longmans, Green, 1907).
And
Bertrand
Russell said "I do not, it is true, regard things as
the object of inquiry, since I hold them to be a
metaphysical delusion" and "The truth of basic
propositions depends upon their relation to
some occurrence, and the truth of other
propositions depends upon their syntactical
relations to basic propositions".
3. Legal "truth": All witnesses swear to tell
the truth, but a large proportion must be either
self-deceived or deliberately deceiving the
court. Surely what judges and juries decide is
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not the truth, but the most likely events that
occurred and gave rise to the evidence
presented.
4. Political "truth":
Politicians apply
different standards to themselves and their
opponents. For themselves, it is coincidental
that what is true will also put them in the best
light, have most appeal to the public and
displease the fewest.
Their opponents, of
course, are said to have very elastic notions of
the truth and to constantly misrepresent the
facts.
5. Journalistic "truth": This has something
in common with Political truth. and can be
described as any event or report of an event
which will interest readers. Little effort need be
made to independently verify reports and
retractions are seldom needed as the public
memory is short.
6. Revealed "truth": This is unassailable by
argument, depending on faith that one or more
authorities (book, preacher, guru, politician,
professor, etc,) are infallibly correct, the source
of all truth. Such supreme authority can be
political, religious or even scientific in nature.
7. Scientific "truth": Because of the
empirical method science is supposedly based
on, scientific truth is commonly thought to be the
most reliable sort of truth In practice it shares
many flaws with other "truths".
I identify
various
impediments to
determining truth. These are:
1. Physiological: Our senses mislead us.
Certain events produce illusions because of the
physiology of our senses.
2. Psychological:
Other illusions are
caused by our habit of intuitively interpreting our
observations in terms of the normal or usual.
Unusual objects or events are therefore wrongly
interpreted. Most "magic" depends on this sort
of illusion.
3. Philosophical/Political: At a higher level
still, perceptions of things or events are
distorted to fit in with personal deeply held
convictions.
The reception of stimuli through the
senses and the subsequent processing of the
information by the brain blend together in the
phenomenon of PERCEPTION.
Perception can be subdivided into:

The senses
Extension of the senses
Vision:
spectrometers, microscopes,
telescopes, cameras, television
Hearing:
microphones, amplifiers, tape
recorders, radio, telephones
Smell:
gas chromatographs
Taste:
mass spectrometers, gas chromatographs
Touch:
pressure gauges, strain gauges
Temperature: thermometers, radiometers,
Proprioception:
accelerometers, compasses

The various extensions to our senses
have enabled us to observe far more than we
could have without their aid. But, just as our
senses can be misled even with direct
observation, the various extensions can be
misled and present us with sensible- seeming
though unreal data.
Perception and Illusion

Our senses inform us about our
surroundings.
During early childhood we
explore the environment with our senses,
learning concepts such as near, far, high, low,
dark, light, hot, cold, sweet, sour, soft, rough and
so forth.
We thus become equipped with a learned
model of the material world which we
understand intuitively, instantaneously, without
need for further thought. This model helps us
survive in the world because we can quickly
react .appropriately to stimuli without the need
for time-consuming thought. For example, we
learn that distant objects seem smaller and
make fainter noises. A large loud roaring thing
like a crocodile or a semitrailer is no doubt a
close threat and instant thoughtless avoidance
is life-preserving.
But these automatic, intuitive responses
can also be responsible for deceiving us when
the situation is unfamilar and unlearned. Tricks
of perspective give us the illusion of distance.
Tricks of light give us illusions of form. Both
sorts of tricks are extensively used in
representative art. Our taste perception of a
food can be deceived by strong smells or
flavours.
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If our senses can easily mislead us, can
we trust them to correctly inform us about the
material world?
For practical purposes the
answer is - yes, most of the time. After all,
senses were evolved to help us cope effectively
with our environment.
BUT, in unusual, unfamiliar situations we
may be misled .and be unaware of it. No doubt
many tales of paranormal events arise from this
cause.
Interpretation
Suppose we make personal observations
of something and are certain our observations
are free of illusion. We can then claim our to
our knowledge are truthful only if no nonrational psychological forces intruded on the
process of drawing our conclusions.
Put another way: Objective or empirical
knowledge is knowledge which is unaffected by
non-rational psychological forces.
BUT can knowledge EVER be completely
uncontaminated by non-rational beliefs or
commitments? This leads to ...
Science
Now we have taken a suitably sceptical
look at truth, reality and so on, we shall look at
science. What claim does science have to find
truths or at least bring us closer to them? Are
scientists as people exempt from error? Is
science based on a philosphical system that
somehow excludes error? Is science at least
"done" in such a way that excludes or minimises
error?

So far I have outlined the impediments
that prevent us knowing truths about the real
material world. My remarks are general and
apply to everyone. Can I except scientists from
my general comments? I think not. They are
human and prone to human error.
Some
scientists, I fear, do talk in public as if they were
infallible but this is only another human error.
Being thoughtful, they may inform
themselves of sources of error and may try to
avoid them, but they may also be unaware of
errors that remain.
A sociologist may
scrupulously eliminate statistical flaws in a
study yet his conclusions may be fatally flawed
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by his deep political feelings.
Note also that most scientists avoid study
of the Philosophy of Science, which sounds
useful warnings about error.
Philosophy
Is there something inherent in the
philosophical foundations of science that repels
error? The first modern attempt to state a
philosophy of science was that of Francis
Bacon, whose description of the scientific
method is now called naive induction.
Observations are made at some point on
the frontier between our knowledge and our
ignorance.
Records of data accumulate.
General features begin to emerge and
individuals
start
to
formulate
general
hypotheses which fit all the known facts and
explain their causal relationships.
The individual scientist tries to confirm his
hypothesis by finding
evidence which will
support it.
This seems unexceptional. It is a classical
statement of how objective or empirical
knowledge, based only on experience and
uncontaminated with pre-existent theories or
irrational beliefs, can be arrived at. However,
as a prescription for obtaining objective
knowledge
about
reality it has grave
weaknesses,
and
no philosophers now
maintain that science is done in this way.
The following are some of the problems
encountered
in
obtaining
"Objective
Knowledge":
Objective knowledge is unaffected by
individual
peculiarities
and
personal
idiosyncracies.
But ordinary humans mostly
have no chance to make acceptable scientific
observations, so scientific observations are
really a minority, deviant viewpoint.
Objective
knowledge
is
knowledge
corresponding to reality. BUT the fact that a
theory has stood up well to testing in the past
does not mean it will always stand up well.
AND tests can never directly compare our
knowledge with reality - we can only compare
one element of our knowledge with another
element of our knowledge. We are testing not
for reality, but for consistency
What grounds do we have for saying that
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what is empirical is real? It is all in the mind! In
fact we define reality in terms of what is
empirical.
Nor can we define objective knowledge as
value free as it is our values which define
knowledge and illusion.
I have already mentioned that social and
personal values permeate all our thought. It is
also ineffectual to accumulate data without
having some aim in mind - in fact a pre-existing
hypothesis.
What if I gave you the simple instruction,
"Observe!" At once you would ask "observe
what, and why?" and if I told you, you already
would be provided with a pre-existing
hypothesis.
However it was Hume who pointed out
that it is not logically justifiable to assume that
because events followed a pattern in the past
they would follow the same pattern in the future.
Hume said, for example: "No number of singular
observational statements, however large, could
logically entail an unrestrictedly general
statement.
"We cannot validate inductive procedures
but we cannot help thinking in terms of them.
"They seem to work in practice so we go
along with them."
Hume put science in a difficult position
philosophically but since few scientists troubled
about philosophy, science went ahead anyway.
The next thinker to advance in the field
was Karl Popper, who wanted to be able to
distinguish between scientific and non-scientific
method. If no amount of events agreeing with a
hypothesis establish it as a universal truth, how
can anything be proved? Popper concluded
that: "Falsifiability is the criterion of demarcation
If all
between science and non-science.
possible states of affairs fit in with a theory ...
there is no observable difference between it
being true and its being false."
"My ... thesis involves the existence of two
different senses of knowledge or of thought:
1. Knowledge or thought in the subjective
sense, consisting of a state· of mind or of
consciousness or a disposition to behave or act,
and
2. Knowledge or thought in an objective
sense, consisting of problems, theories and
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arguments as such.
Knowledge in this objective sense is
totally independent of anybody's claim to know;
it is also independent of anybody's belief, or
disposition to assent; or to assert, or to act.
Knowledge in the objective sense is
knowledge without a knower; it is knowledge
without a knowing subject."
A more up-to-date and pragmatic stance
is that of REALISM, described by Chalmers
thus: "The world exists independently of us as
knowers, and is the way it is independently of
our theoretical knowledge of it. TRUE theories
correctly describe that reality." ("What is this
thing called Science? "Univ. of Queensland
Press, 1976.)

Experiential
Here are my impressions of how scientists
At the Undergraduate level,
"do science".
traditions,
history,
the
study
students
methodology, factual base and currently
accepted theories in the broad field of their
interest. At the G:aduate level, students study
by research of the literature, preparation of
essays critical of method result and hypothesis,
acquisition of methodological skills, selection
with supervisor's guidance of an area for
experimental study, definition of aims, conduct
of experiments, presentation and publication of
results.
by
research
independent
Finally,
scientists involves study of the research
selecting a
writing reviews;
literature;
hypothesis or model to expand on, falsify, or
testing by theoretical model,
support;
observation of events, experiments; presenting
results at conferences and publishing results in
journals.
Any scientist is very thoroughly steeped in
the theoretical basis of his or her discipline well
before any research is done. This is essential
to avoid "re-inventing the wheel".
But the outcome of this is that science is
never free of values. Empirical research, which
is supposed to be carried out without a preexisting theory or without reference to personal
prejudices cannot exist for this
values or
reason alone.
All scientists have cultural values, political
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values and often religious values. Moreover,
they have devoted years to learning currently
acceptable theories in their field of study.
Models
What are scientists really doing ?
They can not know the truth about the
material world through observation.
They cannot establish laws that are known
to apply universally.
BUT they can propound theories or make
models which are intended to resemble the
reality of things. The model can be used to
make predictions which can be tested against
natural or experimental outcomes.
Models
which make reliable predictions are retained
and could be held to closely resemble reality.
Models that are falsified by events are
remodelled or discarded. A model that breaks
new ground and proves valuable will doubtless
give rise to sub-models which will all form a
group. Such a group would, I think approximate
to a paradigm in Kuhn's description of science.
Published models are fair game for
anyone to criticise, test and falsify. In electronic
terms, negative feedback operates. Ordinary
human motives like ambition and jealousy will
drive the system without need for us to invoke
higher motives like seeking "truth".
Models can be mathematical, verbal,
graphic, electrical, chemical, mechanical, clay,
balsa wood, meccano etc.
Good models have few variables and
easily observed outcomes. If the result of a test
has few variables, so much the better, as it will
be less ambiguous and less open to dispute
and misinterpretation.
The model that the ocean tides are
caused by the gravitational pull of the moon and
the sun is an example of a good model. It
enables the time and height of tides to be
predicted years in advance with considerable
accuracy. The position of the sun and moon
relative to the earth are the only two variable
causes and variation of tide height with time is
easy to measure unambiguously.
Local
geography and unusual weather cause
variations but these can be taken into account
and do not falsify the model.
The model that the weather is a heat
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engine driven by the sun's energy is a much
more complex. Variables such as barometric
pressure, temperature, humidity, percentage
cloud cover, wind speed are easily measured
and their functional relationships are well
known ; the movements of clouds and pressure
systems are easily tracked by satellite. But
there are enough variables interacting to
produce short-term change that the forecast
cannot be made further ahead than 4 days at
most. Also it is never exactly right and one in
five forecasts is mostly wrong. Even though
only accurate 80 per cent of the time, the
forecast is held by sailors and airmen to be
vitally useful information. And meteorology is
held to be a respectable science.
Econometric models seem to be very
poor. Predictions about the national economy
are very seldom confirmed by events, despite
the eagerness with which a reliable (hence
lucrative) forecast is sought.
Too many
variables are involved. Hard to measure factors
like confidence are significant and the
functional relationships among factors are
mostly guessed at. The economy also sways in
the unpredictable winds of politics and fashion.
Finally, the economy is affected by economic
forecasts in a way that the weather never is. It is
probable that although economics has a
scientific format, it is only superficially a science.
Since models that are poor predictors can
be and are discarded (for example, phlogiston,
phrenology, N-rays) the conglomerate of
models that makes up science is the result of
survival of the fittest.
Bright students choose models that
promise most.
I suggest this is the reason that so much
parascience remains unstudied. Astrology for
example is very poor at predicting anything. It
only survives because knowing the future is so
comforting that people would rather accept a
wrong forecast than have none at all.
What are the rewards for scientists?
Knowing what drives them in their work should
help us understand how the scientific "system"
runs.
A scientific apprentice has a lean and
hungry life. Ph.D. scholarships pay a munificent
$6000 pa. Mature scientists are oaid on levels
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comparable to middle management.
Rich
scientists have private means.
Most of the scientist's reward lies in job
satisfaction and approval of the scientific
community, which expresses itself in different
ways.
Base level - Editorial acceptance of
papers submitted to journals; award of grant
money for research; approval of peers.
Career level - promotion to Professor,
Research Director etc; election to learned
Societies; job offers from prestigious (U.S.)
institutions.
Honours level - Election to National
Academies of Science; awards of civil honours.
High honours level - Election to the Royal
Society; award of Nobel Prize.
Quality of research is measured by the
significance of the contribution. Much research
only achieves the rather mundane collection of
facts to support already well established
models. Work is thought significant when quite
new models are supported or old well
established models are falsified.
Dramatic
examples are the evolutionary model of Darwin
and Wallace and the replacement of Newtonian
cosmology by Einsteinian cosmology.
Since all scientists hope to make
significant contributions, there is much incentive
to be innovative and challenge existing models.
The overthrow of previously well supported
models
naturally
requires
striking
demonstration of their falsity.

Conclusions
What do I conclude from the foregoing?
Proving realities in a material world is
impossible by the ordinary logic of philosophy.
It is neccessary therefore to assume some
position which is then a belief: for example, that
a material universe exists.
BUT many beliefs exist with which their
supporters are quite contented and which serve
them well.
Why choose to believe that a scientific
attitude is better?
I can find three reasons to justify my
support of science as the best:
1. Science sets out to find general laws or
models that have predictive power. There is

negative feedback and selection in favour of
greater predictive power. Only working models
survive and reproduce.
2. Science is admittedly conservative and
offers resistance to new ideas. BUT change
does occur and new ideas that prove
themselves are eagerly accepted. Science is
capable of accepting change.
3.
Scientific
models
have
been
successfully applied to improve our quality of
life. Examples that apply to the past 80 years
include the control of micro-organisms by
antibiotics,
aeronautics,
and
electronic
communications.
Science has delivered the
goods.
Finally, I will conclude with a quotation
from a man who lived at the time of the scientific
renaissance. He was one of the foundation
members of the Royal Society, founded (but not
funded) by Charles II. In his day, it seemed one
could inquire into all things, and he assisted
Robert Boyle in his investigations into gases,
enunciated the law relating tension and
extension in a spring, and wrote the first ever
book on microscopy, "Micrographia".
His name was Robert Hooke, and in the
introduction to Micrographia, published in 1664,
he made some very shrewd observations,
which made me think about these matters in the
first place:
11

for the limits, to which our thoughts are
confind, are fmall in respect of the vast extent of
Nature it self; fome parts of it are too large to be
comprehended, and some too little to be perceived.
And from thence it must follow, that not having a full
sensation of the Object, we must be very lame and
imperfect in our conceptions about it, and in all the
propositions which we build upon it; hence we often
take the fhadow of things for the fubstance, fmall
appearances for good fimilitudes, fimilitudes for
definitions; and even many of those, which we think
to be the most folid definitions, are rather expressions
of our own misguided apprehensions then of the true
nature of things themselves.
• ••

11

Mel Dickson is in charge of the Electron Microscopy
Unit at the University of NSW, as well as being a member of
the national committee of Australian Skeptics. This article
is based on a talk delivered by Dr Dickson earlier this year in

Sydney.
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FORTUNE TELLING

The Death of Tarot
By Don Laycock
Tarot cards are dead! Killed in the same
way as many other traditional survivals have
been killed - by greed and overselling.
The death of Tarot became apparent
recently when I found some 15 different Tarot
packs going cheap at a Canberra booksale. All
of these were distributed and copyrighted by a
single firm : US Games Systems, Inc. And all
contained introductions and "instructions" by an
historically
always
not
if
ackowledged,
trustworthy, expert on Tarot cards - Stuart R.
Kaplan.
It was around 1970 that US Games
Systems and Stuart R. Kaplan got together to
build a Tarot empire. A third member of the
triumvirate was the giant Swiss cardmanufacturing firm of AG MOiier, though other
card-making monopolies like Fournier of Spain ,
Mediano of Italy, Grimaud of France, and Piatnik
of Austria have sometimes joined the alliance.
One of the results has been that even
packs that have been around for centuries, such
as the Sicilian Tarot, have become part of this
been
have
and
imperium,
pasteboard
'copyrighted' by US Games Systems.
To understand how this situation arose, a
little history is necessary. The ultimate origin of
playing-cards in general is still not quite certain,
but lies somewhere east of Turkey - probably in
the Inda-Iranian area.
However, the first cards that entered
Europe, via Italy, in the last third of the 14th
century, came from Mamluk, Egypt, with suits of
Scimitars, Polo Sticks, Cups and Coins. These
suit designs rapidly evolved into the basic
'Latin' suits of Swords, Staves (Wands), Cups
and Coins, with subtle but important local
variants in Italy, Spain and Portugal. These
suits are still in use in traditional Italian and
Spanish packs, and are the most usual suits in
traditional Tarot packs.
Around 1435, some 60 years after playing-

cards had become popular in southern Europe,
there arose a variant pack with an extra court
card, and with 22 Tarot Trumps (the 'Major
Arcana' of occultists), representing common
medieval and Renaissance themes such as
Death and the Devil, Justice and Temperance,
the Sun, the Moon, and the Stars. These cards
were invented for the game of Tarot, which still
survives in Italy, France, Switzerland, Germany,
Austria and Czechoslovakia. The place of this
invention was probably the court of Ferrara in
Italy, although the game was popular very early
among aristocratic circles in Milan, Bologna and
Florence. The origin of Tarot cards, therefore, is
no more exotic than the origin of the game of
Canasta.
For over 300 years from their invention,
Tarot cards were assigned no occult
In the meantime,
significance whatever.
ordinary playing-cards developed away from
Tarot cards with the introduction of new suitsymbols - variants on Hearts, Leaves, Bells,
Roses, Acorns and Banners in the Germanspeaking areas, and, from 1480, the French
simplification into Spades, Clubs, Hearts and
Diamonds. The French system soon conquered
the world, because with it went the new
technology of reproducing standard sized suitsymbols by means of stencils, so that separate
woodcuts did not have to be made for each
card. Millions of card players around the world
today have never seen any playing-cards with
suits others than Spades, Clubs, Hearts and
Diamonds.
By the end of the 18th century, the latinsuited cards were already so unfamiliar in Paris
that Tarot packs like the Marseilles Tarot were
looked on as something completely exotic.
Around that time a French writer, Court de
Gebelin, concocted a fantastic tale that
connected Tarot cards with Egypt and the
According to the nine completed
gypsies.
volumes of his work, Le Monde primitif ,
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published between 1773 and 1782, the Tarot
trumps derived from the religious murals of
some ancient Egyptian temple. With the decline
of the Egyptian civilisation, the priests had
cunningly copied the murals as a pack of
playing-cards, reasoning that their mysteries
would survive if disguised as a game,
especially if it was a gambling game. The
peoples who preserved the cards were
supposed to be the gypsies - a view that rests
on an old confusion of 'gypsies' and 'Egyptians'
that is not totally extinct today. (In fact, gypsies,
who originate from India, did not enter Europe,
via Asia Minor, until well after ordinary playingcards were established in Europe, and never
had any association with Tarot cards before the
20th century.)
Court de Gebelin's book coincided with a
Parisian vogue for fortune-telling with ordinary
playing-cards, which was succesfully exploited
by a cartomancer named Alliette, who as
'Eteilla', read the destinies of delighted Parisian
ladies with his own set (1783) of colourful
picture-cards based on the Tarot - the first of
many Tarot packs produced arbitrarily for
fortune telling, meditation, or simple money.
The occult fantasy was taken further by
the French occultist, Alphonse-Louis Constant
(1810-1875), trading as "Eliphas Levi', and this
'ancient' tradition (now some 70 years old) was
picked up and elaborated by further French and
British occultists later in the century. Two of the
founders of the magical Order of the Golden
Dawn in 1885, W.W. Westcott and S.L.
Macgregor Mathers, created most of the now
'accepted' correspondences between Tarot
cards and unrelated systems like astrology and
the Qabbalah, as well as probably inventing the
'ancient Celtic ten-card spread' method of
divination currently favoured by clairvoyants.
In the next decades, there was a spate of
new 'occult' or 'esoteric' Tarots such as those of
Oswald Wirth (1889, revised 1927), Gerard
Encausse ('Papus' - 1909), Aleister Crowley
(1944" 'Book of Thoth'), Paul Foster Case
(1931: 'Builders of the Adytum'), C.C. Zain
Most influential of all,
(1936: 'Egyptian').
however, was the 'Waite-Rider' pack (1910),
designed by Arthur Edward Waite, a minor
member of the Golden Dawn, and painted in
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bad art-nouveau by an equally minor artist
called Pamela Colman-Smith.
The Waite-Rider pack was the one whose
designs inspired T.S. Eliot in "The Waste Land".
It was also the pack that popularised the
English names for the Tarot trumps, especially
'The Hierophant' for 'The Pope', and 'The High
Priestess' for 'The Popess'. It also reintroduced
the idea, forgotten since Eteilla, of putting
symbolic pictures on the ordinary suit cards
which make up the bulk of a Tarot pack (and
renamed the Coins suit as Pentacles). Other
subtle changes include numbering 'The Fool'
as O (Zero) and interchanging the order of
Trumps VIII and XI ('Strength' and 'Justice').
Such details allow connoisseurs to identify late
occult packs (such as the Royal Fez Moroccan
Tarot of the 1960s, claimed to derive from 9th
century designs preserved in Morocco!) as
being direct cribs from the Waite-Rider pack.
For most of this century, however, such
packs often existed only as the original designs
or illustrations in books, or in small limited
editions (often handmade) circulating among
the 'initiates' of occult fraternities.
Meanwhile, the traditional 'game-playing'
or 'exoteric' Tarot packs continued to be
produced by card manufacturers ignorant of the
occult revival. Among surviving packs of this
kind are the Tarot of Besanc;on (in which the
cards representing the Popess and the Pope
were changed in the 17th century to Juno and
Jupiter, in deference to religious sensibilities),
and the Italian Tarots of Bologna, Piedmont and
SicilY:
In other parts of Europe, game-playing
Tarot packs underwent further transformations
in the design of the 22 trumps, which became
charming 19th century vignettes of hunting and
drawing-room scenes (Tarock packs) or
animals (Cego packs).
For playing the game of Tarot, there is no
need for any symbolism at all; all that is
required is a set of cards numbered 1 to 21,
plus an unnumbered card (The Fool).
The big change came in 1960, when
University Press (New York) released the first
widely-available version of the Waite-Rider
Tarot. The pack became popular with the 60s
generation, and anything to do with Tarot was a
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commercial success.
The Crowley 'Book of
Thoth' was released in 1969, at about the same
time, predictably enough, as the 'New Tarot for
the Aquarian Age' (1968) and the 'Aquarian
Tarot' (1970: a Waite-Rider crib).
After US
Games Systems and Stuart R. Kaplan got into
the act, Tarot packs proliferated out of all
reason.
Some of the newly-produced Tarots were
reproductions
of
traditional
packs,
and
represented good value - like the reissue of the
oldest extant Tarot deck, the Visconti-Sforza
pack of the mid-15th century. But most were
creations of artists and occultists with more
regard for the money-making possibilities of the
medium than for historical truth. The new packs
mostly came with booklets adding further to the
occult myths about the origin of the cards.
US Games Systems also produced, often
by direct sponsorship, 'Tarot' cards from areas
that were never part of the Tarot tradition: a
'Spanish' Tarot, a Japanese 'Ukiyoe' Tarot, a
'Tantric' Tarot, a 'Native American' Tarot, and
dozens more.
Since the Golden Dawn was still a name
to conjure with, a 'Golden Dawn' pack was
cobbled together in about 1977, followed in
1980 by a · 'Hermetic' pack, supposedly
incorporating the same occult mysteries.
There has been the Fergus Hall 'Tarot of
the Witches' (featured in a James Bond film), an
'Eastern' pack, a 'Meditation' pack, and a
'Pop/Rock' pack.
The result of all this creation of
meaningless sets of pretty pictures has been
total confusion in the mind of the consumer and, therefore, a very natural consumer
resistance. We can look forward to seeing lots
of expensive Tarot packs being sold at discount
prices over the next few years.
To date, there has not been an Aboriginal
'Dreamtime' pack, or an Australian 'Colonial' or
'First Fleet' pack, or a Hawaiian 'Kahuna' pack,
but these are probably on the drawing boards
right now, To the artists and publishers of such
packs, I have a simple message: they've missed
the boat. Tarot is dead - at least as far as the
'occult tradition' is concerned.
© Donald C. Laycock 1987

Don Laycock is an academic linguist who collects
playing-cards as a hobby. He also creates puzzles, and is a
member of the ACT committee of the Australian Skeptics.
This paper was presented at the 3rd Skeptics Convention
held in Canberra in April 1987.

BOOK REVIEW
"The True Believers - Oddities &
Curiosities of Religious Faith"
- Peter Bowler. Methuen Australia
This book is, as the subtitle suggests, a
compilation of the oddities, curiosities and plain
nuttiness that pervade, to a greater or lesser
extent, many of the religions that have
flourished in our world. Although some of the
practices quoted are bizarre and occasionally
even horrible, the book treats them in a goodnatured manner. The jacket blurb describes the
book as "The book about religion that is
guaranteed to offend almost everyone" but one
would have to belong to a particularly joyless
sect to really take offence.
Among the subjects covered are the New
England clergyman who thought of God as "a
sort of oblong blur"; the seventeenth century
Bishop of Raphoe (UK) who was a part time
highwayman; the early Christian sect, the
Tascudingites, who put their forefinger up their
nose when praying in order to appear dejected
and pious; the sect in Santa Cruz, California,
who believed that Satan controlled a section of
Highway 17; the many different dates for the
end of the world; and the names of gods that
are no longer worshipped (three pages of
them).
Bowler is quite ecumenical in his research, and
his stories concern tribal, ancient and modern
religions, and some of the space age sects of
today. Unbelievers will find this book a good
confirmation of their prejudices and believers
will also find comfort in the discomfort of sects
other than their own. I enjoyed it immensely.
- Barry Williams
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Counselling: a Role
for Skeptics?
The profession of paranormality would
(and
alternative
medicine
practitioners
have to be one of the least regulated
spending lots of money as well), with little if any
Anyone can set good resulting, and perhaps even quite
occupations in the book.
themselves up as a psychic, clairvoyant, healer,
detrimental effects.
Others concern people
astrologer, fortune teller, crystal salesman, head
under the influence of mediums and
bump reader, without any need for registration,
clairvoyants, with disastrous effects on the
regulation or even reputation - the latter is often
customer's home, family, marriage and job. It is
a figment of the paranormalist's vivid
not uncommon to find people who have thrown
imagination when writing their advertisement away their job on the advice of a fortune teller or
copy.
are deeply disturbed by predictions of death.
In an article in The Weekend Australian
What the distressed people (and they can
(July 11-12, 1986*) titled "It's all in the mind",
be very distressed) who contact the Skeptics
Simon Turnbull, president of the Australian
want is advice on what they can do, who they
Psychics
Association,
was
interviewed.
can turn to for help. Unfortunately, and unlike
"Despite the occasional negative publicity
most paranormal purveyors we admit it, we are
surrounding the activities of fake psychics, Mr not always qualified to give advice - especially
Turnbull says charlatans are not a major that of a highly technical nature, say medical or
problem for the profession.
legal.
"'Since I became president of the Psychics
On our various state committees, we have
Association in 1983 I've only had to deal with
members of a variety of professions - doctors,
three complaints about suspected charlatans.
psychiatrists,
scientists,
lawyers,
even
The fakes don't usually last long."
magicians.
But no one Skeptic is truly or
There may be few charlatans in the
professionally qualified in all areas the Skeptics
profession (and we only have Mr Turnbull's deal with. But this does not mean we can "fob
word on that), but that does not protect
off" inquiries with a "Sorry, we can't help you".
customers from the activities of well-meaning
Obviously there is a role here for
but misguided practitioners.
And while fakes
organisations such as state government
may not last long (though channelers are still
Consumer Affairs Departments and the
quoting the Fox sisters as classic mediums,
Australian
Comsumers
Association,
and
Australian Skeptics is in touch with both.
after over 100 years of notoriety), they can still
do a lot of damage before their demise.
However, it seems that both groups feel that the
And finally on this point, Mr Turnbull may
area of paranormal practitioners is somewhat
have had only three complaints in four years,
too intangible or ephemeral for them to become
regulary involved in investigating dubious
but Australian Skeptics would receive that many
activities - they prefer the nuts and bolts of used
and more per month.
Distraught family and friends of people in
cars and killer toys.
Australian
Skeptics,
as
the
only
the
grip
of
rapacious
or
misguided
organisation in Australian set up to actively
paranormalists often contact the Skeptics for
investigate
paranormal
claims,
has
a
advice, and though many problems arise
concomitant
role
as
a
"consumer
protection"
through the ignorance or naivity of the "victim", it
organisation, and although we do not have the
would be a hard-hearted sceptic indeed who
facilities or the funds of organisations such as
did not sympathise with their plight.
While many queries concern religious _ the ACA, we do our best and intend to continue
cults, others are from people whose relatives or to do so, especially in the absence of any other
friends are seeing psychic healers or other body in the field.
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Therefore, we are asking our readers for
their help.
We would like to hear from any
professional people - doctors (GPs and
specialists), lawyers, solicitors, psychiatrists,
psychologists, social and community workers,
etc - who would volunteer their names for a
consultation list kept by executive members of
the Australian Skeptics to whom we could refer
people in need of advice and/or treatment.
We would not expect these professional
people to volunteer their services free of charge anyone coming to Australian Skeptics for
advice who is referred to a professional person
would be informed that they would be charged
like any other patient.
It is important that we contact readers of
thi s magazine - or those who know of the aims
of Australian Skeptics - as we believe they
would generally be better informed of
paranormal subjects than the bulk of
professional people. Many GPs might regard
psychic surgery as a minor abberation, many
psychiatrists might regard an obsession with
contacting the dead as a harmless fad, many
social workers might regard astrology and Tarot
as harmless fun - the Australian Skeptics,
through our experience with the victims (and
their family and friends) of some paranormal
practices know that these activities are not
always as benign as they may first appear.
Anyone who would like to volunteer
themselves
should
send
the
following
information to the national committee of
Australian Skeptics:
1. Name and work address, including
telephone number.
2. Professional qualifications.
3. Areas of paranormal activity which are
of interest or with which the professional person
has some experience (with details if possible).
4. Whether the professional person would
be willing to act as a more general consultant or
even a committee member for Australian
Skeptics.
Please send the above information to
Australian Skeptics, PO Box 575, Manly 2095.
We would only give information to those in real
need, and only in a particular area of expertise.
Readers comments on the concept of Skeptics
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as counsellors would also be welcomed.
• This article has the unfortunate statement for
paranormalists that "Australian clairvoyants are basking in
the publicity the discovery of the Colossus has generated
for their often maligned profession". Basking in that sort of
publicity can be bad for your professional health.

PRELIMINARY
- NOTICE -

AUSTRALIAN
S,KEPTICS
STUDENT ESSAY
COMPETITION
ssoo prize *
Australian Skeptics is pleased to
announce a new essay competition for
Australian students.
Theme: "The Validity of the Paranormal"
or
A Sceptical Examination of One
Particular Area of the Paranormal
Essays should be no more than 5000
words. Entries should be addressed to:
Australian Skeptics, PO Box 575, Manly
2095
Closing date: To be announced (1988)
Winner to be announced at the
Australian Skeptics Fourth Annual
Convention (Easter, 1988)
Further details will be announced in the next issue of ''the
Skeptic".

*Minimum first prize
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Psychics and the Police
Separating fact from fiction
Many self-professed psychics
claim to have assisted police by
providing "insights" into the
whereabouts of missing persons,
finding evidence, etc. The
newspaper headline "Psychic helps
in huntforwoman" is commonplace,
but rarely do we hear of any follow-up
on how useful the psychic's advice
has been to police.
The newspaper heading above,
in fact, appeared in a Sydney
newspaper recently, concerning the
disappearance of a Sydney girl who
had failed to tum up for an
appointment with her "psychic
healer".
The healer, naturally upset at her
non-appearance, volunteered his
help to the police. The paper said he
had "contacted other psychic
mediums throughout Australia in a bid
to find her". The paper did not say
how the healer contacted the other
mediums (media?) - surely nothing as
mundane as a telephone.
As it turned out, the young lady
in question turned up safe and
sound , having had a mechanical
breakdown on a trip to the snow. But
the memory left in most readers
minds is that a psychic helped police
in their investigations, so psychics
must be valid investigators.
Many sceptical investigations of
"psychic detectives" have shown
their claims to be unfounded.
Famous names such as Gerard
Croiset and Doris Stokes spring to
mind, and now the Colossal Mrs
Dankbaar (see story this issue) has
thrown her hat in the ring by claiming
to have assisted Dutch authorities,
although her claims have not been
substantiated one way or the other
due to lack of detailed information for
follow-up.
In fact, police may use psychics'
advice on occassion, much as they
would use anyone's information,
especially if there are no strong leads.
But police use of psychics is not
always as enthusiastic as the psychics

(or the newspapers) would lead one
to believe.
The heading "Clairvoyants in
search for missing boy" which
appeared in the Sydney Telegraph
on June 30, 1986, elicited the
response from police that ''their
investigations are being hampered by
people claiming to be clairvoyants
and psychics". The Chief
Superintendant at the time said "We
give no credibility at all to these
people and we don't use them in our
investigations".
More recently, the South
Australian Skeptics has been in
contact with the Commissioner of
Police in SA. Instigated by another
state's police use of psychic advice to
find (or not find as it turned out) a
missing person's car, SA state
secretary, Ron Evans, wrote to the
SA Commisioner:
"Most senior policemen would
no doubt ignore messages from the
tea cup. However, it concerns us that
left unguided, an officer, perhaps
lacking in experience or confidence ,
might feel the need to pursue even
the most preposterous lead for fear of
criticism if he did not.
"There are qu ite frequent
reports in the popular press of some
psychic or other having assisted
police in an investigation. The
reports seldom mention which police
force or which crime or what exactly
the psychic achieved. We have tried
to follow up some of these vague
reports but we have yet to find even
one instance where a psychic has
actually helped the police. Even so,
the illusion persists with the public
that, from time to time, the police are
in fact assisted by psychics. We are
concerned that even some police
may have the same illusion."
Mr Evans then went on to ask a
number of questions of the
commissioner: is there any police
policy on the use of psychics and
clairvoyants; if so, what is it; what
contact has the SA police had with

psychics; and importantly, is there
any documented instance where a
psychic has materially assisted the
police.
In response (from Assistant
Commissioner- Crime, K.P.E.
Harvey) the SA Skeptics learned that
there was no specific policy on the
use of psychics; all evidence
received is assessed, evaluated and
acted upon according to the
circumstances of the case. However,
"numerous individuals describing
themselves as psychics have
contacted investigators during major
criminal enquiries. None of these
contacts have resulted in bringing a
case to a successful conclusion so far
as we can trace through
documentation." [Our emphasis]
The Australian Skeptics are
keen to learn of any investigation
which has involved "assistance" from
psychics, especially any in which a
psychic played an important and
useful role . Separating claims from
fact is an important role for Skeptics,
and any assistance our readers could
give in this matter would be most
useful.
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LETTERS
Brock Polarizer
Dear Sir,
I have been a subscriber to
"The Skeptic" for a few years now
and I have enjoyed each issue
immensely. They're great fun and
I really hang out for the next one
to arrive after I've finished the
previous one. (More! More!)
(You'll notice, by the way,
that just like your contributors
and editors, I adore using
brackets.)
I find I must put fingers to
keys and make a few comments and
observations about an article that
appeared in your latest issue (Vol
7, No 2) . The article concerned
the Energy Polarizer, a product of
Peri Integration; a division of
HDT Special Vehicles pty Ltd.
Before I make my comment
on the article in question (written
by Mr Barry Williams) , I should
indicate immediately, from the
outset (you see, one of my
favourite hobbies is tautology)
that appart from being a petrol
head and in general, a hoon, my
profession is advertising. I make
the punters aware that my clients
have products that are "a must
have". (Pretty brave to admit
that, eh?)
Anyway, my point is that
the way to sell any product (or
indeed any idea) is to identify it,
position it, and then make it
appear totally unique in the
marketplace and use all available
media for maximum reach and
frequency, in the most cost
effective way. (Doni you just
love phrases like that? I know
my clients do!)
One of my clients is a large
automotive importing company
and after reading about the
Polarizer I convinced them to buy

one so we could play with it ...
pass it round, see what it does,
admire the packaging, etc. (That's
another thing you learn if you are
in advertising - you must change
from past tense to present tense
and vice versa as much as
possible. Remember: Be
Conversational!)
We played with the Energy
Polarizerforquite a while. In
this time I reckon Peter Brock
must have got about 300,000
column centimetres of free
advertising in the consumer
press, and about 20 hours of free
TV. (We call it Advertorial in the
game.)
Nationally!
Now, of course, the whole
fracas is nearly dead and buried,
and if you read current motoring
magazines you'll see editorials
proclaiming Brock shouldn't be
written off, he's about to bounce
back as Australia's No. 1
motorsport hero and
manufacturer of special bits for
Holdens, he's just been through a
slump, he'll always be a champ,
the cars are still absolutely
fantastic, etc, etc.
It really was an absolutely
brilliant marketing campaign. He
was featured in just about every
type of media, for months on end,
ALL FOR FREE! (My clients would
have to pay an absolute fortune
for advertising like this.) I
mean, he even cracked five pages
in your newsletter for free! And
all the time, people kept saying
that a Brock Commodore is still a
brilliant car, it's just that the
Polarizer doesni seem to do
anything. And he's STILL selling
HDT stuff like crazy.
Ha! Who's the dummy?
Never in the history of motoring
journalism (or journalism in

general) has so much space and
time been devoted to a car
manufacturer, and a small one at
that. ThA Po!arizerwas just a
fantastic way to keep his high
performance Commodore being
talked about in the media, and
therefore in the forefront of
people"s minds.
Imagine his delight to find
current affairs shows and
journalists from the major
dailies doing back to back tests on
HDT Commodores, with and
without the Polarizer! All one
could really see was a road test
about a locally produced supercar
capable of absolutely sucking the
doors off any foreign exotic that
would probably cost up to five
times as much! They'd call in all
these motoring experts to drive
them and they'd all say "Although
Brock's cars are excellent
handlers, are unbelievably fast,
and are beautiful to drive, we
really can, tell the difference
between the one with Polarizer
and the one without ..." And then
they'd go on and say things like
"The Brock Commodore is the type
of car which, after you've hunted
it through a couple of really
serious corners at the very best
of your ability, looks over its
shoulders at you and snarls 'Come
on, mate! ... It's the pedal on the
right!"
See? A free ad, and in
prime time and prime space tool
Pretty clever, wouldni you
agree?
Yours with a concept,
- Simon Kellar
PS. Recently, we took the
Polarizer off my car and smashed
it open to see what it was made up
of. In the week that followed, a
rear wheel bearing went, the pre
load in the diff went and the rack
& pinion steering went loose.
Funny, isni it!
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Astrology
Dear Sir,
I have no doubt that most
Skeptics (in Melbourne, anyway)
would have seen the Nestles'
advertisement on TV for one of their
chocolate products, which utilises
that ancient pseudo-science,
astrology. Fortunately it hasn't been
seen for quite a while, but it raised a
couple of points in my mind.
It is apparent that their use of
astrology is a deliberate attempt to
create an image for their product
based on mysticism, so as to be in
direct contrast with their major
competitor's advertising campaign
featuring the late Professor Julius
Sumner Miller.
Professor Julius Sumner Miller
was famous throughout the world as
an educator and scientist, and is it
mere coincidence that this
advertisement appeared so soon
after his death?
If so, are they consciously
pushing some sort of connection
between the fallibility of science with
the frailty of our existence as
'demonstrated' by the death of one of
science's major exponents?
Whether the connection with
Julius Sumner Miller is pure
speculation or not, an important fact
cannot be ignored; the use of
astrology by multi-national companies
to promote their products can only
reinforce the false belief in its validity
and therefore must not be allowed to
continue without some objection.
So I encourage all Skeptics to
write because as Skeptics we must
become as vocal and active as our
opponents.
- Stephen Huysing

Honorifics
Dear Sir,
I have read my first issue of the
Skeptic (Vol 7, No 1) with the
greatest interest, and venture
immediately to enter the fray.
"Dr" K.J. de Veaux is correct.

The title "Doctor'' is homographic, ie
has two meanings. In medicine it
indicates only that the person
concerned has understood and
remembered what he has been told.
He is a "Bachelor'' and the title is a
courtesy one. In science, it requires a
new contrbution to human
knowledge, which is a totally different
thing. The distinction is well worth
keeping in mind in strange
disciplines.
I am unfamiliar with your
editorial practice regarding the
printing of the qualifications of your
correspondents and, not knowing
what to do, take the liberty of signing
myself
- (Dr) H.H. Macey, BSc, ARCS,
DIC, MSc, PhD, FlnstP, ChP,
FAlnstP, FFIEng, CEng, FFICeram.

The Value of
Psychic Defence
Dear Sir,
I liked the review of ''The Geller
Effect (Vol 7, No 1) but can't agree
when Mr Harris says that millions of
dollars have been wasted on
researching psychic phenomena
(presumably by the Defence
Department).
Personally, anything that
keeps the super-powers
preoccupied with lost causes
guaranteed never to kill, maim or
even seriously inconvenience me, is
money well spent.
- Marta Sandberg

CALL FOR PAPERS
FOURTH CONVENTION
The Fourth Annual Skeptics
Convention will be held in
Sydney over Easter 1988.
We anticipate that this will be a
major one-and-a-half day
event, incorporating general
overviews of paranormal and
pseudo-scientific topics, as
well as detailed analyses of
the latest information on a
number of different areas.
The organising committee
therefore issues an invitation
to anyone who would like to
deliver a paper at the convention. Please write to
Convention Committee ,
Australian Skeptics, PO Box
575, Manly NSW 2095, giving

synopisis of proposed topic as
well as details of the author
and any special facilities
required.
Contributors should note that
lectures will most likely be
limited to approximatley 20
minutes each.

THE SKEPTIC
The Skeptic welcomes
contributions from readers on
a variety of topics. These can
be research results, letters,
forums, etc. We are
particularly keen to receive
news items of paranormal
activity around Australia.
Address as for the Skeptics
Convention.
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Poppersim vs
Induction
Dear Sir,
Anthony Garrett's critique of
Popper (Vol 7, No 1) on the issue of
induction contains a couple of errors
which presumably came from St~ve's
analysis. First, Popper neve~ claimed
that science is purely deductive,
simply that the process of testing
theories involves deducing their
logical consequences and then
checking them against evidence.
Secondly, he never held the view
th at science does not progress ;
indeed , the growth of knowledge has
always been his major interest. In
Chapter 1Oof "Conjectures and
Refutations" (1963) , Popper wrote :
"I assert that continued growth
is essential to the rational and
empirical chacter of scientific
knowledge; that if science ceases to
grow it must lose that character. It is
the way of its growth that makes
science rational and empirical."
Stove's method of argument in
"Popper and After" is very
interesting. He starts with the
unsupported assertion that Popper
(also Kuhn, Lakatos and Feyerabend)
do not accept that scientific
knowledge advances and he then
makes an elaborate analysis of the
methods that they have used to foist
their ideas upon us. Certainly Kuhn,
Lakatos and Feyerabend are well
worthy of criticism because from the
viewpoint of Popper and working
scientists their theories are as
useless as those offered by
philosophers of induction su~h as
Stove. But so far as Popper ,s
concerned, Stove's arguments
proceed from a false pre~ise. . .
I realise that working sc1ent1sts
despair of ever gaining sustenance
from philosophers' debates about
scientific method, but I think they
have something to learn from Popper
if they are not taken in by cr~ics _such
as Stove. Many eminent sc1ent1sts,
including Medawar and Mo nod, have
endorsed Popper's methodology
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and have urged their colleagues to
take note of it as a practical guide fer
their own work.
Popper has generalised the
old idea of problem-solving by trial
and error to revive evolutionary
epistemology. This was popular last
century but faded away when physics
came to dominate the philosophy of
science. The evolutionary approach
applies the principle of Darwinian
selection to science and all forms of
knowledge. Tentative solutions are
advanced in response to problems
and then a process of error
elimination occurs, by critical
discussion and experimental tests.
New and deeper problems emerge
from this process and the theories
that survive at any moment make up
the science of the time.
People who believe in
induction usually shift back and forth
between three theories. This of
course creates confusion and makes
induction difficult to refute. Induction
(type 1) refers to the process
involved in generating a general
theory on the basis of particular
observations ; once upon a time
there was supposed to be a logic of
induction that could be developed to
provide an infallible scientific method
but this hope has lapsed.
Induction (type 2) refers to the
process of establishing the num~rical
probability of a theory, based o~ ~s
degree of verification or its empirical
support. However, this has not
worked out either, because a
generation of brilliant philosophers
led by Rudolph Camap failed to
deliver any formula that would furnish
the desired figure.
Induction (type 3) is the belief
that there are regularities in the world
which ensure that the future will
resemble the past. This type of
induction tends to be the last resort
of the inductivist after he has been
persuaded of the logical deficiencies
of types 1 and 2. (Anthony Garrett
has sensibly not even tried to defend
types 1 and 2). But this does not get
us very far and the notion that the sun
will rise in the east tomorrow hardly

distinguishes Skeptics or modern
scientists from Cro Magnan man or
creationists. Belief in regularities or
laws of nature does not constitute a
scientific methodology or a theory to
account for the growth of knowledge
which is what theories of induction
have always purported to do and this
is what the debate with Popper is
about.
This may be a lot to say about a
somewhat esoteric matter. But if
Skeptics believe that the rationality of
science depends on inductive logic
of types 1 or 2, then this is rank
superstition and they can be
exposed to devastating criticism from
anyone who bothers to do some
homework or some critical thinking.
The views expounded by Stove and
other inductivists would destroy the
credibility of any person or group
which holds them as an adequate
theory of science.
In contrast, Popper's ideas and
especially evolutionary e~istemol?gy
provide a powerful and wide-ranging
battery of arguments to replace
defective views of science which
encourage people to expect more
certainty than science can offer.
These views confuse people and
make it harder to explain that the true
spirit of science and rational thought
is the relentlessly critical and
.
imaginative spirit of scepticism.
- Rate Champion
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Skeptics and
Religion
Dear Sir,
While I applaud your choice of
logo with Its implication that nothing in
this world should go unquestioned, I
constantly feel cheated when the
greatest source of superstition,
mythology and irrationality pervading
this planet gets nary a mention in your
journal. I refer, of course, to religion.
The exposing of fortune
tellers, spoon benders and polarizer
pushers is all very well, but surely this
is chicken feed compared to the
plethora of questionable beliefs
associated with religion - any religion.
It seems to me that the time is
right for the Skeptics to cast off the
inhibiting shackles of religious taboo,
stare the gods straight in the eye, and
dare to question their very existence.
Surely if our aim is to view this
Universe through rational eyes, we
must consider any apprarently
irrational arbitrary world view with
scepticism. Why should religion,
then, escape our sceptical gaze?
Why this apparent hesitancy to
question the most pervasive
supernatural beliefs of all? Should we
not be providing our impressionable
youth with rational alternatives to the
narrow, dogmatic, intolerant,
simplistic and generally
unsubstantiated world views arising
from religious belief? Should we not
be offering them a rational, scientific
approach where asking the right
question is more importatn than
being provided with the "right"
answer?
The need for rational debate
on such matters was highloghted by a
recent "Four Comers" program on
the rise of Charismatic Christianity in
Australia. The only countering to the
claim,s of these "newcomers" came
from representatives of the more
"established" religions ... to my mind,
a classic example of the pot calling
the kettle black!
Surely, as true sceptics, we
should have been up there offering
our alternative rational views ... or are
1

we all truly comfortable leaving
unchallenged such hocus pocus as
charismatic healing, Armageddon,
hellfire or speaking in tongues?
To question the specific
beliefs of each religion (even
assuming such beliefs could be
clearly identified) would be too
daunting for even the most
committed sceptic. I would prefer to
see an open debate, unafraid of
questioning even the most
fundamental tenets of most religions the existence of gods, of
supernatural powers, the soul or the
power of prayer, for example. It has,
of course, been attempted before,
but rarely in ways accessible to most
of the population. I feel confident
that such a debate would expose
religion to be an effective yet
dangerous placebo, actively pushed
on a gullible public believing it to be
"real" and "true".
Perhaps this letter wil ignite a
spark of true scepticism, initiating
such debate in the pages of this
journal, from where it may spread to
save at least a few people from their
own "salvation".
Perhaps fuel for this fire could
come from fellow Skeptics recounting
their experiences with the
psychological and sociological
consequences of unquestioning
religious belief.
What say you all?
- Kevin Murray
Barry Williams responds Kevin Murray raises some
interesting points in his letter, but I do
not believe that he makes a
persuausive case for Australian
Skeptics to step outside its
established frame of reference and
become a theological debating
society.
One of the basic aims of A.S. is
, the investigation of paranormal claims
from a responsible, scientific point of
view. To seek to challenge religion
per se, from a responsible and
scientific viewpoint is a bit like trying
toplaygolfwithacricketbat. You
might make some spectacular hits,
but in the end, the tools are not really

ageguate for the;op.

We can, and do, using the
scientific method, investigate some
specific claims made by religious
organisations. Our successes in
exposing the non-scientific
nonsense masquerading as "creation
science" was possible only because
the Creationists sought to clothe·,their
dogma in the cloak of science . .
Scientifically, the testable claims
made by these people are
demonstrably rubbish. They are not
even respectable theology. The best
description of "creation science" that I
have heard is ''Telling lies for God".
We have had some success in
exposing the dangerous fallacy of
"faith healing", again because the
claims made are testable. We have
challenged the followers of Eastern
religion to prove their claims to be
able to levitate, which, of course, they
cannot do. Similarly, we have
analysed the phenomenon of
"speaking in tongues", both in The
Skeptic and at two of our
conventions.
It is when we confront the
fundamamental tenets of religious
faith that we find that science is an
inadequate tool. What test can
possibly be applied to prove, or
disprove, the exisitence of a supreme
being? What parameters do we
measure to determine whether a soul
has been saved? Life after death may
appear to be an irrational, though
understandable, belief but how can
it be proved, one way or the other?
How does one objectively describe
the characteristics of "good" or "evil"?
Among reasonable people, we
can win the argument with the
proponents of astrology, because
the best evidence supports our case.
In the matter of the salvation of souls,
to my knowledge, there is no
evidence either way, and no way that
any such evidence can be found.
While there are organisations
whose charters require them to
challenge religion and to present
rational alternative paradigms, I do not
believe that A.S. is such an
organisation. In my view, we will
continue to adhere to our aims but we
will diminish our effectiveness if we
waste our time in the fruitless pursuit
of untestable religious dogma.

